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Teammates Aloha Mai Ka Kou!
As you all know, COVID‐19 has caused our Federal gover ‐
ment to operate in a diﬀerent way in 2020, including how we present
the prestigious annual HPFEB Excellence in Federal Gover ment
Team and Individual Awards. The members of the Honolulu‐Pacific
Federal Executive Board and your unit’s leaders honor and respect the
t emendous team and individual accomplishments which occur ed
throughout the Pacific region, the world’s third largest concent ation
of Federal organizations. The positive diﬀerence all of you made in the
lives of many people by your leadership, technical ex er ise, innova‐
tion, excellent stewardship and unwavering dedication to public ser‐
vice. All of us at the Honolulu‐Pacific Federal Executive Board are ex‐
t emely proud of each and ever one of you!
We are confident that because of the impor ant work all of our
fantastic federal gover ment team members accomplish ever day our
count will successf lly navigate COVID‐19 and come out st onger.

Director, Pacific Islands Area
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture

Mahalo Nui Loa for your Sponsorship

Mahalo Nui Loa
Travis L. Thomason, HPFEB Chair, Director, Pacific Island Area, NRCS,
USDA
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Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
RAY AKINS
Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command,
Pacific

SAMUEL BAILEY
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
The Immigration Services Officer (ISO) team at the Honolulu Field Office is
tasked with efficiently and fairly adjudicating requests for immigration benefits. As
the ISO team leader, Supervisory Immigration Services Officer (SISO) Mr. Bailey
worked tirelessly in 2020 to lead the adjudication team through a challenging year.
2019 ended with the departure of one of our office’s two adjudication team
supervisors, leaving SISO Bailey as the lone supervisor for 16 Immigration
Services Officers. Filling the role of two, SISO Bailey’s technical expertise and
effective team-building skills ensured the Honolulu Field Office continued to meet
USCIS mission objectives while exceeding case completion goals. When the
pandemic hit in March, SISO Bailey increased communication and collaboration
with his team to meet mission goals. With his team working primarily from home,
Mr. Bailey successfully implemented an officer driven "Laulima" process to
complete our office's most complex cases.
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Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
PHILIP BEAL
U.S. Pacific Fleet

PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS
PHILLIP BISHOP, USN

Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division
Petty Officer Bishop ably led his division of 24 Sailors and Marines through 27
ship operations, 10 air lift operations, and conducted 53 deliveries of ordnance to
MALS-36, MALS-12, and PATWING commands for a total tonnage of 2,936
valued at 349 million dollars in direct support of operational units within PACFLT
AOR. As a Qual/Cert Board Member, he trained and qualified seven Quality
Assurance Safety Observers, nine Team Leaders and ten Team Members in the
proper handling and stowage of ammunition which increased command
productivity by more than 75%. As a Fleet Sentencing Instructor he facilitated
courses leading to the qualification of nine personnel. As a Flightline and
Ordnance transportation driving instructor he qualified eight Flightline Drivers,
and five 10 Ton drivers. Most notably, as an Arms and Ammunition Explosive
Driver program instructor he trained and qualified 19 military and civilian
personnel ensuring compliance of Federal, State, and host nation Japan
certification requirements.

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
RICHARD DOUGLAS
U.S. Army 500th Military Intelligence Brigade,
Theater

Team Excellence Award
USCIS HONOLULU FIELD OFFICE NATURALIZATION
CEREMONY TEAM

US Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Douglas led a multi-national team to research, collect and publish timely and
relevant information on one of the Pacific Command’s highest priority
adversaries. Under his supervision, his team’s products received high praise from
the USARPAC G2, USINDOPACOM J2, faculty at the U.S. Naval War College,
and peers throughout the community. Managed ASD production as Chief of
Operations for one quarter of this period, enabling ASD to increase production
during response to the COVID-19 situation. A master of tradecraft, he
championed the integration of new methods into the organization’s production
workflow. His efforts led to positive impacts on defense cooperation and
interoperability with two of the U.S.’s most trusted partners.

JAMES ELLER

Doug Abe, Adrian Aquilar, Michele Oba, Franklyn Harrison, Matthew McDaniel,
Janice Lanphar, Fiona Lynch, Eileen Chung

Natural Resources Conservation Service
Pacific Islands Area
Mr. Eller is an exemplary employee and the ultimate team player. In 2020, he was
selected for NRCS’ Resource Conservationist position in Palau, but COVID
restrictions stranded him in Hawaii. While waiting for resolution of his situation,
James took "other duties as assigned" to a new level. He helped train state staff to
use the Agency’s Conservation Practice Standards development tool; facilitated a
successful partner effort that is bringing federal funds and equivalent match to
PIA for feral swine control; and took on the duties of the Assistant Director for
Field Operations (ADFO) when the position was vacated & PIA was unable to fill
it - eagerly tackling workload items that improved efficiency and continuity in field
operation. His work ethic, understanding of and commitment to the agency, ability
to connect and work with others, and willingness to step in where needed has
helped formulate long lasting solutions & elevate PIA’s ability to be a premier
conservation agency in the Pacific.

Naturalization ceremonies celebrate our country’s long history of welcoming
new citizens. The Honolulu Field Office Naturalization Ceremony Team has
celebrated thousands of new citizens at ceremonies across Oahu. The team is
responsible for planning, organizing, and facilitating ceremonies for Hawaii’s
new citizens. When the pandemic hit in March 2020, naturalization ceremonies
changed significantly. New COVID guidelines meant they had to be smaller,
shorter, and more frequent. The Naturalization Ceremony Team worked
together to schedule and facilitate numerous ceremonies in order to continue
to meet USCIS mission goals. Weekly ceremonies became daily ceremonies
and the team improved collaboration, updated procedures, and became more
efficient in order to host safe and meaningful naturalization ceremonies.
Despite not being able to host naturalization ceremonies in April, May, and
September, the team successfully naturalized nearly 2500 new citizens in 2020.

Team Excellence Award
REGIONAL CONTRACTING OFFICE—HAWAII

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
MARSHAL CHARLES L. GOODWIN

U.S. Marshals Service

413th US Army Contract Support Brigade
Marshal Goodwin’s excellent leadership of the USMS is seen in his leading by
example, developing and maintaining relationships, open communications, and
advancing agency missions. Three cases highlight his leadership. In February,
Goodwin used his relationships with USA Price, the ATF, and the Kauai Police to
coordinate participation in a multi-agency OCDEFT operation on Kauai, in which
he also participated. The operation resulted in a dozen arrests including a Kauai
councilman. He also oversaw efforts to bring the USMS 737 to Hawaii for the first
time, in April 2020. Coordinating with BOP, USMS HQ, Hawaii Public Safety and
Castle & Cooke Aviation, “Con Air” successfully delivered 50 federal prisoners,
and returned 70 to the mainland. In July 2020, the USMS seized assets related to
the high profile MISKE case, including a 38’ Boston Whaler. He had to
coordinate directly with senior Coast Guard leadership in Hawaii for help with
logistics including storage of the seized vessel. This case led Marshal Goodwin to
realign the Asset Forfeiture Program in the Hawaii District.

TOM GRAHAM
RCO-HI executed nearly 2100 contracts valued at $92.5M. The RCO
implemented a system of category management seeking to provide holistic
contract solutions to requiring activities throughout the Pacific. RCO continued its successful contract support to the Garrison located on Kwajalein Atoll
by administering a contract providing Base Life valued at approximately
$400M. The RCO acted strategically by creating contracts throughout Saipan,
Guam, America Samoa, and the Hawaiian Islands. The RCO created a
contract to support construction efforts throughout 17 key locations throughout Alaska supporting both Army and Air Force needs. In June 2020 the
411th CSB faced significant personnel shortages due to furlough of the Korean workforce. Without hesitation, RCO-HI created processes and procedures
allowing virtual contract support of the 411th’s workload. In response to the
COVID-19 RCO identified the need for a contract vehicle to support the
rapid reintegration of the 25th ID Soldiers.

NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Pacific Islands Regional Office
Mr. Graham is the quintessential silent leader. His compassion, composure and
quick thinking strengthened the effectiveness of his team and interagency
colleagues while fostering cooperation among Pacific fishing nations amidst the
challenges of 2020. His compassion emerged in the transition to telework,
prioritizing the well-being of his staff and their families while ensuring they
collectively rose to the occasion of implementing short notice domestic regulations
protecting the health and safety of U.S. vessels operating in international waters
amidst the global pandemic. He displayed unparalleled composure leading his staff,
interagency colleagues, and industry stakeholders in negotiations and actions
resulting in the safe repatriation of 18 fisheries observers to six Pacific island
nations. Navigating disparate positions, he achieved consensus among more than
24 Pacific fishing nations to advance U.S. economic interests and protect U.S.
food security.

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
TECHNICAL SERGEANT BRYAN HORVATH

Defense Information Systems Agency Pacific
Regional Field Command
Technical Sergeant Horvath has been entrusted with leading a five member help
desk team supporting all agency employees within the entire Pacific regions
spanning three countries. He built a program for tracking IT assets within the field
command. This encompassed building a full tracking mechanism for all assets
both software and hardware within the organization and building a replacement
schedule for all existing products. This enabled cradle to grave accountability for
all assets for the first time in at least 10 years. He negotiated a new
work/responsibility breakdown between the service desk team and the field
command, ensuring all stakeholders were satisfied with responsibility descriptions
and how/when tasks are handed off from one department to another. All parties
left satisfied, and the efficiency in replacing equipment dramatically increased.
With over 10 years of experience in IT, Sergeant Horvath has developed a breadth
of knowledge along with instincts for imparting successful training on new technicians.

CRAIG W. LOCKWOOD
Marine Corps Base Hawaii

Team Excellence Award
PLANT MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

U.S. Postal Service - District Office

Dan Roth
Primrose Kanana
Bonnie Jean Tomooka
Roslyn Hanchett

The Plant Maintenance Operations Team cheerfully adopted new products
and practices over the past year, and worked the front line of the battle against
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. The team remained adaptable,
taking extra time and effort to sanitize and maintain frequently touched
surfaces. They bravely ventured out as the island locked down, and remained
dependable and unflinchingly reliable despite worldwide uncertainty. The Plant
Maintenance Operations Team remained committed to their task and mission
as essential workers, enabling the Postal Service to complete the essential
mission of delivering for our community and nation through unprecedented
perils.

Team Excellence Award
PIRO INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES DIVISION

NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service, Pacific
Islands Regional Office

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
SAMSON LUAVASA
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center,
Pearl Harbor

Emily Crigler
Rini Ghosh
Alex Kahl
Steve Kostelnik
Susana Oliveros
Valerie Post
Emily Reynolds ZP3

BRANDI MATSUMOTO
This PIRO International Fisheries Division mitigated pandemic impacts in the
U.S. purse seine fishery, the principal supplier of the cannery in American
Samoa and mainstay of its economy. They negotiated waivers from
international requirements that became risky during the pandemic - carrying
observers and transshipping in port; implemented the waivers domestically;
and helped safely repatriate observers to various Pacific ports that were subject
to restrictions on travel and port calls. At stake was the safety of observers and
crew, huge costs to vessel operators, and U.S. relationships with the Pacific
Island countries anxious to see their observers quickly repatriated. Using
superb teamwork, the team worked tirelessly with vessel operators, foreign
counterparts, and the interagency, and saw the final observer repatriated in
September. In addition to mitigating impacts on the seafood industry, the
successful observer repatriations safeguarded the relationships between the
U.S. and its key partners in the Indo-Pacific.

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Hawaii
Brandi Matsumoto has contributed significantly to the accomplishment of the
Human Resources Office (HRO) at NAVFAC Hawaii by reducing the end-to-end
duration of recruitments from 106 days to 82 days on average and lowering vacancy rate to 7%, historical low. During the COVID pandemic, she and her staff
continued to manage the recruitment and staffing of all positions without
interruption. With federal workforce teleworking, she managed to provide quality
customer service to all. She planned several virtual events, prepared a personnel
review board to review and approve critical hiring actions and coordinated actions
with higher HQ. Additionally, during the absence of the Director, she assumed all
duties and provided exceptional leadership. Lastly with over 1400 federal civilians,
Mrs. Matsumoto always makes herself available to assist any employee with their
HR needs and has distinguished herself by consistently performing in an
exemplary and highly professional manner.

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
DAVID MOORE

Team Excellence Award
PARTNERSHIPS AND INNOVATION HAWAII OFFICE

Defense Logistics Agency Energy Okinawa

Defense POW-MIA Accounting Agency
Mr. David Moore is recognized for exceptional leadership as the DLA Energy
Defense Fuel Supply Point Okinawa Operations Chief. He is responsible for daily
fuel operations that provide effective and efficient bulk fuel support to all DoD
activities on Okinawa. His superior leadership was critical to ensure that his team
of 53 personnel completed each mission on time and with zero safety mishaps
even during the pandemic. Additionally, Mr. Moore orchestrated and executed
several multi million-dollar projects within Okinawa, which required precision
planning to enable customer support, critical system upgrades, and desperately
needed repairs concurrently. Those projects included the refurbishment of a
backup Single Point Mooring System, valued at $11M and a $37M mooring system
upgrade project that is designed to decommission a Three-Legged Mooring system
and replace it with a Multi Buoy Mooring system, which is capable of offloading
multi-sized tankers, and adds resiliency to Energy’s offloading capability.

Dr. Michael Dolski
Mr. Keith Miner
Ms. Stephanie Ah Sam
Dr. Dawn Berry
Ms. Katie Schroeder

ANA M. MURPHY
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific
As the Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff G-4, Mrs. Murphy demonstrated
exceptional leadership, work ethic, and commitment to improving Marine Corps
Operational Logistics within the lndo-Pacific area of responsibility. Her
professionalism and keen understanding of the operational environment enabled
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific to set the theater, enhance readiness of two
Marine Expeditionary Forces (MEFs), and strengthen relationships with allies
and partners. Her support of I MEF and Ill MEF enhanced the organization's
effectiveness in competition and during COVID-19 Pandemic response. She
supervised multiple, simultaneous complex projects; published a MARFORPAC
order implementing Acquisition Cross Servicing Agreements, organized G-4
support to exercises PACIFIC SENTRY AND PACIFIC FURY, and shaped
institutional decisions on posture, prepositioning and equipment divestiture. She
is the cornerstone of the organization's success, and her devotion to duty is
exemplary.

DPAA's Partnerships and Innovation office in Hawaii (Pl-Hawaii) has been
instrumental in helping DPAA overcome the many worldwide pandemic
challenges negatively affecting the Agency's efforts to account for our missing
servicemembers lost in past conflicts (back to WWII). Pl-Hawaii creatively
worked with partners in overseas locations to safely conduct successful
underwater and terrestrial 9eld investigation and recovery missions that were
able to bring closure to families who have been waiting decades. In addition,
Pl-Hawaii continued to build on the Agency’s Hub and Spoke effort, a
nationwide historical research program whereby academic/military history
entities (e.g., universities and museums) are substantially increasing the scale
and reach of DPAA"s internal research and analysis capabilities. This program,
under the oversight of Pl-Hawaii, has provided crucial information hat has
directly led to recover finding missing military personnel and bringing them
home.

Team Excellence Award
NMCEAD, UNIT GUAM ‐ OPERATIONS TEAM

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
JAYBEE S. OBUSAN
U.S. Army 311th Signal Command, Theater

Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division
Mr. Obusan planned and delivered outstanding enterprise recruiting strategies and
solutions for both military and civilian personnel. He developed and implemented
numerous guidance such as; Civilian Hiring Pause policy, COVID-19 Military
Leave, Civilian Leave, and Time and Attendance. He implemented the 311th SC
(T) Strategic Hiring Panel for all Civilian Hiring Actions, which resulted in a
quality control of recruitment actions. His engagement with NETCOM,
USARPAC, HRC and CHRA helped ensure qualified candidates and in-bound
Soldiers and civilians were assigned to the command. He continuously and
proactively planned and established timelines for performance management
actions within the unit for both military and civilian evaluations and performance
awards. Awards submitted to the 311th SC (T) G1 were processed in a timely
manner and USARC G1 recognized the command with no late evaluations.

The Navy Munitions Command Pacific East Asia Division, Unit Guam
Operations Department demonstrated outstanding collective efforts to ensure
successful mission support and a smooth transition to a civilian workforce.
In addition to overcoming the challenges of the COVID 19 pandemic and
ever changing fleet schedules, the team successfully supported the movement
of 14,222 tons of ordnance, 70 ships, 320 local customers, 41 air lifts and
exercise support. This dedicated team’s extra effort, flexibility, positive attitude
and cooperation made a significant impact to the organization’s ability to
support mission requirements ensuring operational excellence in supporting
the fleet.

JEANINE PANOKE
U.S. Postal Service — District Office
Ms. Panoke brainstorms solutions to ensure customer service receives mail on
time daily. She is responsible for dispatching all mail from the processing facility to
outer islands in order to meet flight schedules, and stepped forward to one of the
most difficult management positions in the plant. She keeps a positive attitude in
all situations, even when faced with seemingly insurmountable challenges with
employee availability and flight availability. Ms. Panoke develops a strong rapport
with employees and is focused on solutions rather than problems.

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
JOSEPH B. RANDALL

Team Excellence Award
NAVFAC PACIFIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
BUDGET CONTROL AND LABOR TEAM

Fourteenth Coast Guard District
In addition to regular duties, Mr. Randall spearheaded an effort to complete Fast
Response Cutter Dock-Side maintenance availabilities by Base Honolulu’s
Industrial Production Facility (IPF). Identifying a business line in support of Coast
Guard mission objectives, he coordinated hull cleaning with the local Harbor
Master, Department of Defense’s Environmental Office and local contractors to
facilitate. He empowered supply specialists to identify and resolve logistical issues
utilizing prior project lessons to minimize shipping costs and expedite deliveries.
Ultimately, Mr. Randall managed scheduling and daily interactions of Active Duty,
Civilian, and local contractors to complete the first Fast Response Cutter
Dockside Availability outside the continental United States. He overcame funding
delays and devised work platforms facilitating safe and environmental protective
containment of work over the side. His leadership ensured completion within
timeline and realized a $34,000 savings.

MAJOR ARMENIO SALAGUINTO,
USMC

Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for
Security Studies
Throughout the tumultuous pandemic year, Major Salaguinto epitomized
leadership excellence. Despite more than half of his team members changing over
during the year, he sustained a cohesive, high-performing team, fostering
innovation, empowering individuals, and consistently accomplishing challenging
mission functions above standard. Through routinized team training and
individual development sessions, he both challenged and supported his team,
always nurturing their confidence and skills, creating an environment where
excellence is the norm. At no additional cost to the government, he initiated and
developed the use of a powerful software tool that consolidates and organizes
mission data in one place, enabling the seamless management, tracking and
coordination of mission engagements. That innovation was a critical enabler for
aligning our center’s operations to mission. An incredibly flexible and responsive
leader, Major Salaguinto has earned universal respect in our organization.

Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command,
Pacific

Scott Y Laoron
Jennifer C Pirnia
Michelle T Pulanco
Enrico A Yabut

The NAVFAC Pacific Financial Management Budget Control and Labor
Team overcame the challenges of implementing and learning a new financial
system and processes. The team superbly managed 210,000 transactional
errors which required research, reconciliation and resolution, working long
days amidst the pandemic. They successfully resolved over $57 million in
Unmatched Disbursements, cleared $362 million in Labor Errors, and
realigned $27 million of authorizations. Their significant efforts enabled the
success of the NAVFAC Pacific Area of Operations FY20 execution of over
$1 billion in Mission Funds, ending the fiscal year with zero Labor Errors and
99.7% obligated. The team put forth a tremendous effort on the Command's
billet mapping, including updating lines of accounting in the Defense Civilian
Payroll System for FY21 to ensure employees were mapped to the fund
sources according to their Resource Allocation Plan with the timely set up of
all financial structures in the timekeeping system.

Team Excellence Award
N4 ‐ PACIFIC FLEET COVID LOGISTICS READINESS
CENTER TEAM

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
WILLIAM SCHWAB
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command

U.S. Pacific Fleet
Mr. Schwab served exceptionally as the USINDOPACOM J37 Deputy Division
Chief for Joint Exercises. He provided oversight and direction to accomplish all
leadership, managerial, and administrative functions required to successfully guide
up to 50 full-time (Active Duty Military, Government Civilian, Contractor) and up
to 20 part-time (Reserve Military, Consultant Reach-back) personnel to execute
the day-to-day operations of the USINDOPACOM J37 Exercise Division. He
frequently functioned as or represented the Division Chief during periods of
absence and frequent TDY. Mr. Schwab managed an aligned, engaged,
high-performing team with an exercise budget near $130M through leading by
example and executing a mission-focused vision for the enterprise, while creating
a safe, positive, permissive work environment for all assigned personnel to excel.

LCDR Tiantian (Tyler) Shang, LCDR Jesse Coe, LT David Ng, LT Jason Fuller
CAPT Mark Kleinhenz (not pictured), CDR Daniel O’Connor (not pictured)

The Pacific Fleet COVID-19 Logistics Readiness Center Team successfully
managed the Pacific Fleet master database for COVID personal protective
equipment (PPE), and coordinated data reporting from 97 units, contributing
to 100% PPE preparedness for the safe deployment of over 130,000
personnel. The Team also streamlined PPE inventory data collection process
for 8,000 reports; saving over 200 man-hours. Simultaneously, they re-aligned
the ship PPE inventory group structure, enhanced visibility of distribution and
enabling more agile operations in support of the fleet. The COVID LRC
Team also conducted detailed statistical analyses of over 100,000 data items to
determine consumption rate, and performed logistical research on the
shipboard PPE requirement for 85 afloat units. These efforts contributed to a
major revision of PPE inventory ($4M value) baseline for America’s two largest fleets: the U.S. Pacific Fleet and the U.S. Fleet Forces. Additionally, the
team compiled and analyzed data from 50,000 pre-deployment COVID testing
events for 100 units. These efforts enabled leadership to exercise effective
command and control, which contributed to 100% testing compliance and
deployment reading.

RANDY SUNADA
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
Mr. Sunada has served the shipyard for over 35 years. Providing a wealth of
knowledge in the Lifting and Handling community, he leads with authority, kindness, transparency, and Aloha. Randy has integrity and will always take the right
path even if it means staying long hours to review lift procedures or to update and
ensure accurate lift plans. Mr. Sunada is the Virginia class submarine Subject Matter Expert for Lifting and Handling. He has been involved in many initiatives involving the modernization of these submarines as well as the DD#5 planning due
to his vast knowledge of crane and rigging. Mr. Sunada communicates with his
peers and his subordinates constantly to ensure alignment to shipyard priorities
and goals. He shows transparency with constant praise and immediate corrections
to all levels right down to the deck plate. Mr. Sunada holds true to the values of
honor, courage, commitment, and Aloha which in turn Keeps our Fleet Fit to
Fight.

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year
MAJOR JEFFERSON THORPE,
USAF

Team Excellence Award
MCCS HAWAII FACILITIES MAINTENANCE TEAM

U.S. Air Force 15th Wing

Marine Corps Base Hawaii
Over the past year, Major Thorpe has excelled as the Director of Operations for
632 communications personnel while overseeing the successful integration of
several base initiatives. His team designed a self-register fitness assessment cell
appointment website. This virtualized environment removed scheduling duties
from fitness managers and advanced a centralized platform from which
individuals could access and register themselves. Furthermore, when crisis hit,
Major Thorpe hit back! During the initial phases of shaping the base's pandemic
operational support posture, he conceptualized an in-residence command and
control plan, solicited key senior leaders across base, and powered
implementation of a cyber solution. This innovative project delivered aroundthe-clock services to senior leaders. Major Thorpe's leadership fueled his team's
innovation, resulting in the successful development of a multiple teleworking
solutions during arguably, one of our nation's most impact outbreaks.

NANEA GABRIELLE VASTA
Transportation Security Administration,
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport Hub
Assistant Federal Security Director for Screening (AFSD-S) Nanea Gabrielle
Vasta is richly deserving of the prestigious FEB Outstanding Federal Manager
Award. AFSD-S Vasta, a native of Maui, serves as the key leader of numerous
TSA functions throughout the Pacific from Honolulu to American Samoa with
over 700 employees. During CY2020, Mrs. Vasta’s span of responsibilities was
increased due to her ability to multi-task and proven performance level. She
maintained direct oversight over all Pacific Threat Assessment Programs to
include; Canine, Insider Threat (Advanced Threat Local Allocation Strategy),
Transportation Security Specialist-Explosives (TSS-E), and Behavior Detection.
In addition to these duties, she acted as the TSA AFSD-S for Honolulu and
American Samoa prior to competing, and later being selected for the position
permanently. She was recognized by the workforce in the most recent FEVS
results which placed her operations among the highest ratings in TSA.

Top Row Left to Right
Travis Sutton A11, Shawn Acosta A10, Norman Kiko A09,
Daniel Echevary A11, John Feliciano

Bottom Row Left to Right
Isaiah Damo-Agcaoilo A05, Craig Wong A08, Louis Hookano
A09, Valdemar Vasquez A06, Estrelito Vergara A10,
(Missing Urban Lindhe A09 )

The eleven member MCCS Hawaii Facilities Maintenance Team spearheaded
COVID mitigation efforts for Marine Corps Base Hawaii. From the onset
and with limited supplies, the team built 104 plex-glass barriers to protect our
761 employees supporting our forward facing Food and Hospitality, retail
shopping, Family Services, and Lodging Operations. Secondly, the team
erected 120 hand sanitizer stands in main entryways to reduce potential spread
to over 18,00 Base customers. Furthermore, they teamed up with business
operations to facilitate logistical setup for furniture, communication cabling,
and stood up outdoor retail shopping pickup and outdoor socially distanced
dinning. Lastly, the MCCS Hawaii Facilities Maintenance Team coordinated
multiple perimeter control fencing engagements to isolate returning Marines
and secure isolation protocols, and sustained the mission by protecting their
home based Marine teammates and families.

Team Excellence Award

Federal Leader/Supervisor/Manager of the Year

ISD ‐ INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT

Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies

REYN A. YOSHINAGA
Homeland Security Investigations Honolulu
Group Supervisor Reyn Yoshinaga led the HSI Border Enforcement Security
Task Force, overseeing investigations to counter contraband smuggling through
airports, seaports, and mail hubs in the State of Hawaii. Throughout the COVID19 pandemic, Mr. Yoshinaga ensured his multi-agency team maintained
steady-state operations to safely and effectively counter transnational criminal organizations attempting to smuggle contraband through various conveyances transiting the border points of entry in the State of Hawaii. Additionally, during several
prolonged leadership vacancies, Mr. Yoshinaga served as the acting Assistant
Special Agent in Charge supervising all HSI operations in the State of Hawaii. Mr.
Yoshinaga’s dedication, flexibility during times of uncertainty, and unwavering
commitment in leading multiagency law enforcement operations are a credit to
HSI Honolulu and the greater law enforcement community of Hawaii.

The DKI APCSS Information Services Department (ISD) was challenged
with ensuring staff and faculty were equipped with the right tools to remain
productive while working from home. The solution was not limited to laptops;
it included adopting new cloud technologies, mainly Microsoft Office 365
(O365) and Zoom for Government. The O365 Planner tool managed 30
Mission Partner and Stakeholder Engagements, 79 Regional Security PR
actioner Engagements, 52 Distinguished Visitor Engagements, 7 Online
Engagements, 20 Faculty Collaborations, and a 3-day Indian Ocean
Workshop. In November, O365 Teams was used to facilitate the Center's first
hybrid course for 60 on-island Fellows. The rapid acquisition of Zoom
supported numerous online engagements including the resumption of the
Speaker Series events featuring the Secretary of Defense.
15
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Employee of the Year: Professional/ Administrative /Technical
MS. GERALYN AMBROSIO

Team Excellence Award
INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE, JOINT INTERAGENCY
TASK FORCE ‐ WEST

413th Army Contract Support Brigade
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
Ms. Ambrosio is a Supervisory Contract Specialist at Regional Contracting OfficeHawai’i. During 2020, she successfully led and inspired her four-person team in
managing 21 recurring construction contracts valued at $173 million and while
working new contracts totaling $400 million. Her leadership and communication
skills were evident as she provided clear direction, guidance, and business advice
to multiple activities. She maintained accountability and successfully awarded all
construction projects for the U.S. Army Garrison-Hawai’i, an urgent special
project for U.S. Army Garrison-Kwajalein Atoll, and new construction contract
capabilities for atypical Army and Air Force customers in Alaska. Mrs. Ambrosio
is a conscientious, dedicated, hardworking supervisor who makes exceptional
contributions. This was certainly the case as she balanced mission support and
workforce safety by flawlessly transitioning her team to 100% telework in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

MANUEL B. ANDUHA III
U.S. Air Force 15th Wing
Mr. Anduha distinguished himself as Network Specialist, 747th Communication
Squadron, 647th Air Base Group, 15th Wing, Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam,
Hawaii, from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. During this period, Mr.
Anduha led the standardization of 415 backbone network devices and engineered
2-factor authentication, rectifying a five year network shortfall. As the
senior IT advisor, he conducted 266 equipment upgrades and fortified 445 network
systems, eliminated 532 cyber threats and hardened a $120 million dollar network.
Additionally, he implemented automatic security profiles for 630 multi-domain
systems providing seamless connectivity for Pacific Headquarters Senior Leaders.
Finally, his unyielding dedication culminated in his selection as the Group Civilian
of the Third Quarter and his team earning the 15th Wing General Rawlings Team
award. The distinctive accomplishments of Mr. Anduha reflect great credit upon
himself and the United States Air Force.

The Intelligence Directorate, Joint Interagency Task Force-West, considerably
contributed to U.S. sanctions against “one of most significant drug traffickers
in world" (SecState Pompeo) and U.S. designations of transnational organized
crime (TOC) leader associated with Mexican drug cartels and Pakistani drug
facilitators. The team tracked 144 containers, tripling the number of leads
from 40 (2019) to 126 (2020) and resulting in identification of record 1680MT
of illicit precursor chemicals. They also tracked 146 vessels leading to seizures
of 2.9MT of cocaine, 0.4MT of heroin, and 0.4MT of meth. The team
launched an Illicit Cargo Analysis Program in support of DOD-sponsored
Cargo Container Initiative that amplifies and focuses DOD-wide efforts to
interdict global TOC transport nodes via containerized shipping. Lastly, the
JIATF-W Intelligence Directorate briefed the White House – Office of
National Drug Control Policy three times, providing new insights into regional
drug flows and trends, Chinese malign influence including criminal presence
and activities throughout Indo- Pacific and growing influence in Western
Hemisphere.
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Team Excellence Award
HSI HONOLULU MISSION SUPPORT TEAM

NAILE BRENNAN
Marine Corps Base Hawaii

Homeland Security Investigations Honolulu
Ms. Brennan demonstrated an extraordinary desire to serve both internal and
external customers on Marine Corps Base Hawaii. Several unanticipated requirements emerged this year essential to providing the very best service to Marines and
their families. Personnel were not on board to meet these requirements, so management asked for volunteers from other divisions to pitch in and fill the gaps.
This happened on four occasions: Initial COVID Mitigation Measures, High Demand COVID Product Response, Hurricane Douglas Emergency Response, and
Temporary Exchange Stores in Support of ROM Marines. She was the first to
volunteer for all occasions, changed her normal administrative schedule to meet
evening and weekend customer demands, performed tasks requiring physical effort, and learned new retail technologies to support inventory management. Her
performance of the unfamiliar duties was among the very best and the support she
provided to the Marines, their families, and her fellow associates was admirable.

Connie M. Flores
Laila Siaris
Pamela Akeo
Genie R. Cruz-Rushworth

Danielle Silva
Ammon Tong
Heather R. Agustin

HSI Honolulu Mission Support Team excelled in providing a myriad of
administrative support services to criminal investigation offices in Hawaii,
Guam, and Saipan to counter threats across the Pacific Islands region. Despite
challenges amid the COVID-19 pandemic, Mission Support proved to be a
high performing team of professionals by sharing their various skills,
knowledge, and talents. Mission Support was instrumental in implementing
plans for Budget, Facilities, Safety, Records, Property and Vehicle program
areas, and Emergency Management. Additionally, Mission Support managed a
multitude of large facilities projects for an historic building, and proactively
coordinated a large volume personal protective equipment to meet HSI’s
operational needs at a time when national supplies were extremely limited. HSI
Honolulu Mission Support’s continuous dedicated efforts directly contributed
to four criminal investigations being designated as priority investigations.

CAROL CATANZARITI
(POSTHUMOUS AWARD)

Federal Mediation Conciliation Service
Commissioner Carol Catanzariti is recognized in memoriam for the Federal
Employee of the Year (Professional). Commissioner Carol Catanzariti joined
FMCS in 1999 and served as Commissioner until her passing in October 2020 .
Ms. Catanzariti served the labor management community of the Hawaiian and
Pacific Islands throughout her long career. She was well respected in the labor
management community in Hawaii and was honored and recognized by her
customers, always placing her customers as her #1 priority, providing mediations,
training and facilitation services for all in the labor management community. She
received the "Customer First" Award from the Department of the Navy for her
oversight of the Navy Exchange Labor Management Committee with NAGE and
SEIU unions. Ms. Catanzariti was very involved and participated with the Hawaii
Federal Executive Board and provided numerous trainings for the federal sector
community including workplace communication skills and shared neutral
mediation training.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
CAPTAIN TOM DURAN,
USPHS

Team Excellence Award
G1, 311TH SIGNAL COMMAND (THEATER)

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

US Army 311th Signal Command (Theater)
Captain Tom Duran may be out of sight of his CMS colleagues in San Francisco
and Baltimore, but never out of mind. A valued member of the San Franciscobased local engagement team, he stepped up to face the COVID pandemic, using
both his pharmacy and public health knowledge to represent CMS on the various
HHS/FEMA/CDC/Operation Warp Speed discussions regarding the vaccine
distribution process in the Pacific. CMS partners respect his practical intel. CMS
San Francisco colleagues appreciate that he is a one-person office to address all
agency inquiries. His weekly compilation of island news, sent to an extensive
agency list, provides a timely environmental scan of local politics, economic
impacts, health and workforce capacity issues, and current COVID-19 infection
rates and recovery activities. His Pacific focus brings Hawaii to CMS and HHS
meetings. His past work with the Indian Health Service and his current work with
Native Hawaiian and other Pacific communities put him at the forefront of CMS’
focus on health equity.

CW3 Pamela Bethea,
CPT Heather Boyd
CW3 Alicia Britton-Vasquez
PFC Eric Chituck
SPC Jonyae Curry
SPC Denise Ann Marie Duque

PFC Kelli Fujihara
SPC Krystal Hernandez
SGM Vernon Lawton
SGT Pedro Martinez
PFC Jessi Melgar
SPC TailerMullen Figueroa
SGT William Nabors
Mrs. Josie Pedrina
SPC Raymond Rosier
SFC John Quinn Taitin
PFC Stephani Tinoco
PFC Benjamin Tora
SPC Mark Ryan Visitacion
SGT Makeia Webb
SGT Shatera Ybarra

VICTOR O. FARINAS
Marine Corps Forces Pacific
Mr. Farinas enhances Commander MARFORPAC’s cyber situational awareness
driving input to the Cyber Common Operational Picture (COP). He manages a
focused effort to gather cyber threat information and execute immediate response
actions, reducing the warfighter’s risks to mission and increasing the cyber defense
posture across the Pacific. His scope of work goes far beyond the bounds of
traditional information technology. On his own initiative, he took on a pilot to
develop an Information Environment Running Estimate (IERE) using a
web-based tool that takes manual input and automated data extracts from multiple
commercial and intelligence sources. His pilot was such a success that leadership
decided to terminate the pilot at its mid-way point and solidify the program. The
IERE and Cyber COP, provide the warfighting elements of I and III Marine
Expeditionary Forces and Commander MARFORPAC with a near real-time
holistic view of cyber, IT, and the information environment across the IndoPacific.

The G1 at the 311th Signal Command is a cohesive multi-component team,
ensuring all military and civilian personnel actions for recruitment, requisition
and records management were consistent with applicable laws, regulations and
policies. They ensured information was transparent by providing bi-weekly HR
Metrics and weekly HR actions statuses throughout the command. The G1
also ensured compliance with all laws governing civilian HR management
through technical advice and commitment to Army values. Their efforts
helped the command build and maintain a high level of credibility with
NETCOM, USARPAC, USARC, and CHRA. The G1 continuously enforced
civilian and military HR best practices, enabling a climate of trust, fairness,
commitment and confidence in merit based systems principles. Additionally,
the team promoted an environment of trust, respect, and inclusion among all
civilian employees, AC, and RC personnel. They collectively worked every day
for over a year since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure personnel
statuses were current and reported, as well as processed over 200 exception to
policies for military and civilian to be able to PCS and travel.

Team Excellence Award
FEMA PACIFIC EMPLOYEES SUPPORTING COVID
RESPONSE EFFORT

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
CHRISTINA M. FRAZIER
Homeland Security Investigations Honolulu

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Tracy A. Haynes
Holly E. Fuller
Gen Tamura
Leslie Mariano
Janet Yocum
Clarence A. Toussaint
Michael D. Kern
Jennifer E. B. Lieb
Lorena U. Willess
Charles Ada
Brian Beck
Natacha Vacroux

The FEMA team in the Pacific worked long hours addressing challenging
issues raised by the COVID-19 pandemic that hit the nation in 2020.
Supported with resources in and from the FEMA Region 9 Oakland office
and throughout the nation, Pacific staff addressed concerns raised in each of
the U.S. Pacific jurisdictions. The tasks varied over time and as lessons were
learned, but the overriding mission throughout was to ensure that states and
territories in the Pacific had the support they needed to minimize the threat to
their residents and to encourage the recovery, where possible, from the
impacts of the epidemic. Activities performed by Pacific staff included supporting decision making, coordination, and information sharing throughout
the pandemic; supporting the transfer of people at risk during the pandemic;
developing plans and conducting exercises designed to increase preparedness
for future needs. The Pacific jurisdictions have among the lowest COVID
death rates in the nation.

MIKA FUJII
U.S. Army 500th Military Intelligence Brigade,
Theater
Ms. Fujii filled a long vacant position in the Army 500th Military Intelligence
Brigade's Asian Studies Detachment, and with no technical training had an
immediate positive impact on the atmosphere of the organization and employees'
quality of life. She proactively managed the human resources activities for a
tri-service and multi-national organization, and is an excellent supporter of her
fellow employees.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
HOLLY E. FULLER
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Pacific Area Office
Ms. Fuller’s work as part of FEMA’s COVID response in the Pacific has been
selfless and outstanding at every turn. She has accepted new and challenging roles
that required her to demonstrate teamwork, creativity, and leadership in a
constantly changing environment. She deployed in March 2020 to American
Samoa, advising American Samoa’s leadership and team on their response,
supported their efforts, and represented FEMA in media outreach. During her
deployment to American Samoa, she was able to support a life-saving action to
enable a patient's cancer treatment, and her professional “politeness and respect
and caring” were described by a health executive as “amazing.” Ms. Fuller next
supported American Samoa and the U.S. Pacific in assessing and preparing for
new challenges that might arise in an emergency such as a hurricane occurring
during the pandemic. Finally, as the nation prepared for the release of vaccines,
Ms. Fuller also helped develop and conduct vaccination exercises.

DENISE HERRERA
Hawaii National Guard
Ms. Herrera immediately achieved unparalleled results by improving all facets of
the over $27M Master Cooperative Agreement Program covering Army/Air
National Guard construction, maintenance, repair, and operations of all facilities
and programs authorized and directed by Congress/DoD to be performed by the
State of Hawaii and the National Guard Bureau. Using analytics, Ms. Herrera saved
countless hours by automating reports through interfacing Access and Excel
databases bringing technological advances to archaic processes. She was able to
advance over $18M allowing the State of Hawaii much needed funding up front to
cover operational costs. She also initiated over $9M through In-Kind Assistance
from the federal government to the state, again reaping huge benefits in efficiency.
Ms. Herrera also established an automated tracking tool which solved a perennial
issue of late payments to the state...lauded by leadership as an accomplishment
never seen before! Ms. Herrera is a true rock star!

Team Excellence Award
FACILIITES MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT DEPT N41 POWER PLANT DIVISION
Naval Computer and Telecommunications Area Master
Station, Pacific

Nelson N. Cabrerra
Ernesto A. Abiva
Albert Q. Callo
Steven C. Moss
Michael B. Rafus

The N41 Power Plant Division flawlessly assured critical electrical power for
NCTAMS PAC, the “Pacific Voice of Command” by planning and
implementing 264 preventive maintenance checks, 31 generator load tests,
9,835 daily meter readings, 4 major fuel unload evolutions and responding to 5
after hour power events. The Team was proactive by preparing the electrical
distribution systems prior to severe weather conditions. These entire tasks
were safely completed with zero mishaps or damage to equipment. Taking
action to assure environmental compliance, the team removed over 9,100
hundred gallons of diesel fuel from an inactive Underground Storage Tank.
Using a mobile filtration unit, fuel was reclaimed and used at other generators
saving the Navy over $84,000. Under straining COVID-19 conditions during a
Hurricane event, N41 personnel manned critical mission buildings throughout
the night to ensure command mission was met with zero interruptions to Fleet
communications.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical

Team Excellence Award
ENVIRONMENTAL MATOC PROJECT DELIVERY TEAM
(PDT)

ALISA IMAMURA
U.S. Army 311th Signal Command, Theater

US Army Corps of Engineers, Pacific Ocean Division

Walter Nagai (retired)
Khoa Truong
Laura Temple
Amanda Zawieruszynski
Daisy Pat
Michael Desilets
Uyen Tran
Steve Proctor
Alex Tseng
Fan He

Ms. Imamura was a key driver in taking a non-existing program to successfully
implementing the Theater’s Change Management (TChM) Program, which reached
IOC in November 2020. Her contributions included providing bi-weekly status
briefings on the program to the Commanding General, writing and developing the
templates for the Change Management Framework document that established the
overall program for the theater, establishing the Theater Change Advisory Board
Charter, processing remedy access request forms, assisting
stakeholders with the
new process flow, and ensuring that appointment orders were established. She also
established workflows and helped design a battle rhythm for the Change Management
team, designed a user interface page to collect inputs from members on the TChM
portal, and provided training on the new change process. In addition, she coordinated
with higher headquarters to acquire the necessary accounts and the workflows
established to support the new process. After several years of stalled efforts, Ms.
Imamura was able to bring this program to an operational state in a year.

Tracy Kazunaga
Monique Holmes
Angela Staudt

CHERRIELYNN KAMAHELE

Jin Onuma
Tracy Tenholder

The Environmental MATOC Project effort was supported by a diverse and
multi-disciplinary project delivery team (PDT) to include Environmental
Branch, Contracting, Office of Counsel, and Estimating. This team was given
the near impossible task of executing a new Environmental MATOC with
$49M capacity within 6 months from identification of need to notification of
award. The average best case timeline for a contract acquisition of this scope is
9-12 months. A likely case scenario is 12-24 months. Not only did they not shy
away or make excuses for why it could not be done, they completed it ahead
of schedule despite the fact that COVID was changing the way we work and
interact with each other. This took the commitment of each member on the
team to meet the end goal of a new contract in support of the DERP, FUDS,
IRP, and other POH critical mission actions. The PDT was able to compress
the schedule through concurrent compliance & legal reviews, working overtime, & use of a seed project as part of the source selection.

Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for
Security Studies
Displaying extraordinary professionalism beyond expectations, Ms. Kamahele
successfully coordinated the participation of senior leaders from 37 nations, our
National Security Council, Defense and State Departments in a key “Indo-Pacific
Strategy Workshop”. Supporting multiple events, she partnered with our Center’s
Alumni department and Development Advisor on 2 complex programs while
initiating new meeting Zoom meeting protocols. She led logistical operations for
our Center’s first fully virtual multilateral workshop on Indian Ocean Strategic
Competition while simultaneously managing the moving dedication ceremony of
the Center’s Stackpole Auditorium. She mentored our newly hired administrators
ensuring their successful start during a challenging year. All programs and events
Cherrielynn managed in 2020 reflected great credit on DKI APCSS.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
JAYDEE KOLLASCH
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center,
Pearl Harbor
Mr. Kollasch's performance as an Engineering Technician has been outstanding.
He worked tirelessly to maintain and enhance the material condition and
operation of the Pearl Harbor fuel distribution plant. Specifically he worked to
complete a $2-million modification to a complex fire suppression systems
maintenance contract. His enormous efforts improved fire and life safety
systems by providing a comprehensive new maintenance program.

Team Excellence Award
DLA ENERGY, SOUTH‐WEST PACIFIC REGION
Defense Logistics Agency Energy, Pacific

CDR Angela Watson, USN
Marc LaMontagne
Maj David Brewer, USAF
MSG Allan Hunter, USA
Chuck Berry
Travis Blackman
Jeffery Feltner
Khoa Nguyen
Diana Tabunar
Dave Thomas
Andrew Trask
Caleb Whitaker

PAUL LAKE
National Resources Conservation Service
Pacific Islands Area
Mr. Lake provided excellent customer service as a member of the Programs staff.
He developed program materials and provided training to field staff for the
Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP), and worked with the Hawaiian Islands
Land Trust to execute PIA's first 2 Agricultural Conservation Easements Program
(ACEP) easements in over 10 years. His ability to learn about these programs,
attention to detail, hard work and easy going manner contributed to the successes
PIA experienced with CSP and ACEP. He helped restart the ACEP program by
bringing partners together, establishing relationships, and regaining the high levels
of trust needed to enter into land protection easements. Mr. Lake's desire to help
others succeed and to make a real and lasting impact was consistently demonstrated by his outstanding efforts. Mr. Lake's positive impacts in the PIA are long
lasting both internally to NRCS, and externally to partners and stakeholders.

Pete Cartwright

DLA Energy, South-West Pacific (SWP) is the largest and busiest Energy
region in the Pacific, overseeing an inventory of over 340M gallons of bulk
petroleum in seven different locations. Using innovative and resilient energy
solutions, the SWP continued support throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
When Expeditionary Medical Facilities were established without fuel support
plans, SWP initiated multi-agency coordination to prevent loss of operational
capabilities.
Despite travel restrictions, the team collaborated with
USARPAC, MARFORPAC, & PACAF to provide virtual training for exercise
personnel to ensure proper reporting and accountability of transactions, saving
thousands of dollars in travel expenses. When complicated travel restrictions
prevented on-site quality inspections, the SWP implemented a creative
solution to conduct 90 pre-award inspections using a “desk audit” procedure,
ensuring contractor performance and fuel quality standards were maintained.
An exceptional period of performance by this team.

Team Excellence Award
DISTRICT FOURTEEN HEALTH SERVICES TEAM

Fourteenth Coast Guard District

Captain Paul Heiderscheidt
Captain Jeffrey “Will” Sherman
Commander Donald “Rob” Kuhl
Lt. Commander Jessica Hamilton
Sr Chief Health Services Technician
Dean Patterson
Sr Chief Health Services Technician
Ky Le
Chief Yeoman Patrick Stachel

Health Services Technician First Class Ashley Pfingsten
Health Services Technician First Class Eric Johnson
Health Services Technician Second Class Caitlin Holubar
Health Services Technician Second Class Melinda Cimino
Health Services Technician Second Class Andrew Simmons
Yeoman Second Class Aaron Denaro
Health Services Technician Third Class Kristen Castillo
Health Services Technician Third Class Sierra Graham

The District 14 Health Services Team executed critical pandemic services
enabling continuous operations of global statutory missions. Providing service
to 1,650 service members with only 50% staffing, the team leveraged relationships with State, regional, and Federal partners to devise and execute COVID
workflows to support uninterrupted search and rescue, international maritime
law enforcement, and maritime safety throughout the central, western and
southern Pacific Ocean. Additionally, the Team was successful in vaccinating
100% of participants, representing 64% of the eligible workforce in the first 72
days following vaccine access. To maximize readiness, the Team utilized newly
introduced telehealth and expanded behavioral health support. Moreover, they
created expanded medicine kits and protocols for a first ever Trans-Pacific
patrol of a ship beyond its established operating limits. The Team’s work
directly maximized fleet readiness and mitigated the impact of the pandemic
on National Security priorities.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
PENNY LARIN
National Marine Fisheries Service, Pacific
Islands Regional Office
Ms. Larin is an outstanding example of a customer service provider. She excels in
mandatory telework with no loss of productivity and with maximum impact for
PIRO. She consistently provides support to increase the knowledge of her
customers, and excels at internal communication and education. Ms. Larin makes
every step clear, efficient, and enjoyable. Her effective use of process, technology,
scheduling, reminders, and follow-up make it easy for her colleagues to engage
and provide relevant assistance with minimal burden on them. She is also
approachable, responsive and flexible, and always willing to provide guidance as
well as ask for and consider input and suggestions. Ms. Larin runs a very organized
and efficient operation with a high level of collegiality and positive demeanor. Her
peers say Penny has shown extreme leadership since day one of the EC and played
a crucial part in the survey results presentation. She is respected by PIRO as a high
quality administrative provider.

PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS
SUNG LEE, USN

Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division

Petty Officer First Class Lee's knowledge and motivation contributed directly to
the success of Navy Munitions Command Pacific East Asia Division Unit
Okinawa. He is a recognized expert in logistics who orchestrated 233 purchases in
support of the maintenance and shipment of over 7,000 tons of ammunition to
support the Seventh Fleet. This included maintaining storage, availability, and
accountability of 114 hazardous material line items, with zero discrepancies noted
during two base Environmental Office site visits. He devoted 320 off-duty hours
in communication with vendors and contractors, and managed a supply budget
over $287,000, and corrected six critical discrepancies in monthly government
travel charge card reports. Additionally Petty Officer Lee collaborated with
civilian sectors to outfit the command with PPE and sanitizing equipment during
the COVID-19 crisis, and maintained 100% accountability for 46 personal
evacuation records as Evacuation Coordinator.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
PATRICK K. MAU
Defense Information Systems Agency Pacific
Regional Field Command
Under Mr. Mau’s leadership, the Technology Integration Section provides steady
guidance and support for more than 8 initiatives to include circuit outage
predictive algorithm (COPA), Critical Infrastructure (CIP), Aerial Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (A-ISR), Joint Technical Synch Review, Joint
Regional Security Stack (JRSS), DEOS, and Core Data Center (CDC). He
orchestrated over 200 technical deep dives from various DISA organizations over
CY20 as well as the highly-regarded Operational Technical Exchange attended by
INDOPACOM’s most senior communicators and which was cited as “the
standard bearer” by DISA’s Assistant Director. He is deeply imbedded in key
mission partner forums including INDOPACNET, Pearl Harbor-Hickam 5G way
-ahead and the Hawaii State Interoperability Committee and Public Safety
Communications. Through his leadership and acumen, DISA PAC is able to integrate innovative technologies and cultivate lasting partnerships in DoD largest

Team Excellence Award
DISAPAC QUALITY ASSURANCE TEAM

Defense Information Systems Agency Pacific Regional Field
Command

KEITH MIKAMI
Naval Facilities Engineering Systems
Command, Pacific
Mr. Mikami is a Senior Architect supporting projects critical to the movement of
U.S. Marine Corps Forces from Japan to Guam. In 2020, he managed design
efforts for two massive Design-Build contracts that will construct over $600M in
six Bachelor Enlisted Quarters. Mr. Mikami's ingenuity led to successful execution
of these projects; and he developed new process efficiencies to manage in-house
design teams in large volume construction contracts. His leadership saved the
Government over $5 million in Architect-Engineer fees; and his responsiveness to
Construction Managers has greatly minimized construction delays and millions of
dollars in extended overhead costs. In addition to work on Marine housing, Mr.
Mikami served as the technical leader in contracting two $990M Multiple Award
Construction Contracts (MACCs). Recent award of the MACCs enabled hundreds
of millions of dollars to flow into the Guam economy - supporting the Defense
Industrial Base in difficult economic times.

The DISAPAC Quality Assurance Team sustained top notched Quality Assurance
for Pacific Command's theater of operation, encompassing 100 million square miles
and 145 facilities, supporting 330K Pacific warfighters. The team developed a firstever QA fundamentals course; decreased training time by 50% and doubled assigned
QA evaluators in PAC. This course is now scheduled to be replicated at
headquarters. Through teamwork, dedication and pride personnel conducted 61
performance evaluations, commissioned 56 network elements and over 1.7 Gbps of
transport bandwidth. The team also commissioned inaugural Pacific Enterprise
Service-Korea 100G backbone transport capability; quadrupling the capability and
capacity for United States Forces Korea warfighters, and oversaw the appointment
and training of 165 Pacific Node Site Coordinators. Additionally, the Quality
Assurance Team was Instrumental in transitioning PAC Training & Certification
program to an enterprise solution; working with HQ to ensure rigid requirements
were understood and enforced.

Team Excellence Award
DETACHMENT KAUAI CODE 202
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl Harbor

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
CHARLES MITCHELL
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
Mr. Mitchell led migration of SharePoint services from on premise to DISA
provided; ensured smooth transition of 50GB in Task Force data. This migration
saved manpower required to maintain on premise equipment and also saved $50K
in software costs. Additionally, the migration allowed unit members to securely
access SharePoint data from mobile locations, a critical telework capability during
the COVID pandemic. He drove a metric dashboard project and created one stop
shop for the Task Force's most important data points; critical narcotic seizure and
criminal arrest info is now available in seconds to unit leadership. Mr. Mitchell led
the stand up of country pages on SharePoint for each Task Force partner nation.
This effort organized information and boosted Task Force Representatives'
continuity while enhancing knowledge levels for the entire unit.

ERIN MUSSO
GREGORY LUNG, TERESA MAKINNEY, LIANNE MANUEL, LANE MAYER,
HEATHER MCMUNN, JUDITH MOORE, DEIDRE NISHIMURAVIEIRA,
JENAE PARK, ERIC POMROY, JON VENTURA

The Naval Supply Systems Command, Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor
(NAVSUPFLCPH) Team Kauai recently awarded the largest single contract award for
NAVSUPFLCPH over the last 13 years in the amount of $854 Million. This
acquisition project started in the year 2015 and was completed in December 2020,
with an award to Koa Lani JV LLC, a joint venture between Amentum and their Small
Business Native Hawaiian Organization 8 (a) mentor-protege Kupono. The ten year
indefinite-delivery indefinite-quantity hybrid contract is for Range Operations Support
Services and Base Operations Support Services at the Pacific Missile Range Facility
Barking Sands Kauai (PMRF). PMRF is a government owned and contract operated
facility which Team FLC Kauai, lead by Mr. Greg Lung, Procuring Contracting Officer, Ms. Judith Moore, Supervisory Contracting Officer, and 12 FLC contracting
professionals facilitated a successful partnership with numerous government
stakeholders.

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
USCIS Honolulu Immigration Services Officer Erin Musso exemplifies our agency’s core values of integrity, respect, innovation, and vigilance. Officer Musso is an
efficient and effective adjudicator who routinely exceeds completion goals while
taking on a challenging and complex workload. She works diligently to refer
suspected fraud and uphold the integrity of our immigration system. Ms. Musso is
integral to the ongoing success of Project Laulima, a team-focused process she
helped develop to more efficiently complete complex cases. Project Laulima has
resulted in a significant decrease in the percentage of pending cases at our field
office. The positive impact ISO Musso has on our office and agency goes beyond
her individual productivity. ISO Musso works to support inclusivity and diversity
as a Special Emphasis Program Manager. And, as the Chief of our Oli’Oli
Committee, she fosters a collaborative office environment where we celebrate our
work ohana and mission accomplishments

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
JENNIFER SAKAI
U.S. Pacific Fleet

Team Excellence Award
CORONAVIRUS 2019 SHIPYARD TIGER TEAM

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance
Facility

Ms. Sakai executed 15 COE Workshops reaching out to more than 4,600 Sailors
and families throughout the Pacific Fleet. Half-way through the year 2020, with
increasing COVID19-related limits on travel and gatherings, she transitioned the
entire training program from on-site face-to-face training to a completely virtual
training environment. This transition to virtual training permitted USPACFLT to
fully execute the 2020 training plan as originally scheduled. She revised contracts
to support the transition to virtual in record time to avoid any delays in training,
and also saving the Navy $34,000. This enabled her to leverage more than
$70,000 in travel cost savings to deliver additional training materials to Fleet
concentration areas. Additionally, Ms. Sakai quickly mastered MS Teams
capabilities and capacity, to make the most effective use of training in a virtual
environment. As Fleet ADCO, Ms. Sakai received accolades from the PACFLT
Inspector General’s Office for her diligence and thoroughness in preparing for the
Navy’s IG inspection.

JOY TOYOOKA
U.S. Postal Service, District Office
Ms. Toyooka works to perform multiple functions and tasks, assisting all three
operational managers and the administrative assistant. She Is polite, organized,
responsive, employee oriented and pleasant to work with. She works hard to
achieve cost savings and accurate tracking of supplies, and dedicates personal attention to fulfilling basic supply needs for our workforce. She verifies drop
shipments, scanning, checking and validating service was received. During the
pandemic, Ms. Toyooka worked tirelessly stocking, categorizing and disseminating
supplies for sanitizing and hygiene, keeping a 700 employee workforce safe.

Robert Lopez,
Nomana Angelo,
Caleb McDonald,
LCDR Erin Bell,
Ana Maring,
Jennifer Braden,
John Morgan,
Bryan Campbell,
Brandon Murata,
David Felton,
Maurice Honeywood, Jantzen Nishikawa,
Jason Okumura,
Leah Kam,
Dennis Palalay,
Maea Lefotu,
Robert Preisser,
Kaulana Long,

Chad Renticruz,
Clayton Skoog,
LCDR Mitch Stewart,
Jerrod Tamashiro,
Glen Tonai,
Jason Truelove,
Terrill Watkins,
Ashleigh Whitney

The “Tiger Team” performed exemplary while protecting the workforce in the
execution of mitigations during the Coronavirus 2019 pandemic. Accomplishments
include: setting the standard for ROM and case reporting/tracking, positive response
plans, temperature monitoring, leave policy, face mask policy, general housekeeping,
self-screening guidance, Telework and High Risk policy. Additionally, informative
All-Hands to the workforce, development of FAQ on the SharePoint portal,
production of over 30K face masks, Supervisor Decision Matrix, developing
vaccination execution plans and transition to Normal Ops. Many of the above were
managed by the Tiger Team in addition to normal duties and this effort resulted in
one of the
lowest positive case counts for any organization. The impact of the
Tiger Team’s commitment to the health and safety of Shipyard personnel extends
well past the Federal boundary by ensuring a safer community and was critical to a
swifter ending of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Team Excellence Award
ASIAN STUDIES DETACHMENT'S COVID‐19
CROSS‐FUNCTIONAL TEAM

U.S. Army 500th Military Intelligence Brigade, Theater

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical
ANDREW TRASK
Defense Logistic Agency Energy, South –West
Pacific
Mr. Trask exemplified teamwork and never accepted mediocrity while providing
top-notch warfighter support. He covered the duties of three positions for 6months while a new Operations team was being formed. He coordinated 240 fuel
requirements to support 11 exercises, 2 embassies, 4 remote islands, and Guam’s
Emergency Medical Facility in support of COVID-19 relief. He tracked and
closed 333 fuel orders amassing 1.6M gallons while maintaining 100% audit
readiness by tracking and reconciling 716 failed invoices and 333 unliquidated
obligations, returning over $4M to support the warfighter. Mr. Trask also serves
as a Resilience Trainer Assistant, teaching critical skills to at-risk service members.
He volunteered money, time and resources to a local animal shelter, and initiated
an office “Monthly Fitness Challenge” to promote a healthy competition & foster
camaraderie. Neither tyranny of distance nor worldwide pandemic deterred Mr.
Trask's steadfast performance making him truly deserving of recognition.

ASHLEIGH WHITNEY
The Army 500th Military Intelligence Brigade - Asian Studies Detachment's
COVID-19 Cross-Functional Team was established adhoc in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. During CY20 the team wrote 176 intelligence reports
describing the daily threat environment from COVID-19 to U.S. forces personnel
in Japan. They generated 383 alerts warning of infection clusters within proximity
of US installations which alerted leaders and personnel to assess exposure or risk.
The reports were used by USFJ Commander, USARJ G2, the US embassy, and
medical and public health personnel to understand risks and decide
countermeasures. This was the only DoD unit in USINDOPACOM performing
this function.

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility
To mark the one-year anniversary of the tragic December 4, 2019 shooting at the
Shipyard, two ceremonies were held to unveil a memorial plaque was for the
families and workforce at Dry Dock No. 2. Both security and COVID-19
mitigations required unprecedented planning, as well as to allow for the 6,500 plus
workforce and family members to safely visit the memorial. Mrs. Whitney took a
leading role in planning both the workforce event and a ceremony for the families,
Navy leadership, congressional representatives, and other distinguished guests.
She coordinated with leadership, including briefing the PACFLT Commander
twice, to ensure the programs were successful. Her efforts included organizing the
site logistics to address COVID-19 mitigations (seating, transportation), security
requirements, programmatic decisions, livestream capabilities, and general
oversight for planning and execution of the event. Additionally she provided
follow-on support to highlight the event on media platforms.

Employee of the Year: Professional/Administrative/Technical

Team Excellence Award

STAFF SERGEANT
SHEUNG K. WONG, HIANG

Hawaii National Guard
Sergeant Wong's expertise and knowledge were instrumental in the sustainment of
the Pacific Command Homeland Defense Operation NOBLE EAGLE mission.
He spearheaded the development and design of the 298th Air Defense Group's
Communications Focal Point dashboard, which streamlined communication and
tracking of over 800 trouble tickets with a cost savings of $100K. Sergeant Wong
engineered and programed a "contactless" entry point check-in system, which
greatly reduces exposure and transmission of the COVID-19 virus. He also led a
$150K upgrade of the mission critical CISCO Phone network - significantly
improving its capabilities and reducing vulnerabilities. He led a team to create the
group's Media Broadcast system allowing dissemination of essential information
and decreasing network traffic. Segeant Wong continues to develop network and
computer systems for the 298th Air Defense Group with his innovative thinking
and constant desire to improve existing architecture.

AMERICAN SAMOA FIELD OFFICE

USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

Joe Uiagalelei

Maryanne Elisara

Jessica Ludgate

Michael Daskam

The American Samoa Field Office excelled despite several challenges due to restrictions and remoteness. With a remote DC who was unable to relocate due to
COVID restrictions, the team, Michael Daskam, Jessica Ludgate, Joe Uiagalelei, and
Maryanne Elisara coordinated using virtual meetings across multiple time zones. They
were able to obligate 5 EQIP contracts,15 CSP contracts, and manage 44 existing contracts. The American Samoa Team has become a Conservation Stewardship Program
success story. They have grown the program by more than 25% each year and serve as
mentors for other Field Offices. In addition, the team put in extra effort to save contracts that were expiring insuring the retention of dollars for conservation in PIA and
the application of conservation in American Samoa. With travel restrictions and several remote islands to service, the team used creative methods to reach customers and
provide exceptional customer service and program delivery.
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Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant

Team Excellence Award
ADMINISTRATION & RESOURCE (ARM) BRANCH

PETTY OFFICER SECOND CLASS
CAMERON AGUILAR, USN

Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific

KA

DOUGLAS R. THURSTON JR,
MATTHEW S. JACKSON,
MGYSGT STEVEN L. ROWE,
GYSGT CATHERINE FLEMING,
TIMOTHY O. BOLDEN,
SANDRA H. KRAESIG,
SARAH B.VENZON,
EMASOILA C. NORBREY
OLIVIA M. PAPROCKI,
AARON S. MACHADO,
JUPITER T. KAJIWARA,
DEAN Y. OKIMI,
MYRA I. BAYNE,
ROBERT P. LIBARIOS,
RONALD B. AMARAL,
MARCOS T. DANAO,
KEVIN M. WANE,

Petty Officer Aguilar was hand selected to serve as Quality Assurance
Representative, a position normally held by an E6, to lead one First Class Petty
Officer and one Master Labor Contractor in the inspection, identification, and
correction of 137 deficiencies across 88 magazines. He also expertly managed 20
Explosive Safety Programs and Qualification/Certification program qualifications
for 55 Sailors and Marines with zero discrepancies. Additionally Petty Officer
Aguilar selflessly stepped outside of his rate and assisted Mine Division in
preparation for Mine Readiness Certification Inspection and Torpedo Division in
preparation for a critical Torpedo Readiness Assist Visit by completing the
inspection of 25 magazines, ensuring the identification and correction of 44 major
discrepancies.

JASON ALESHIRE
The ARM Branch team provided high-quality IT support that enabled C2 and
increased mission effectiveness. This included support for encryption, collaboration,
and remote teleworking support during the global pandemic by leveraging and
procuring enhanced IT capabilities. ARM had to budget and execute over $20M in IT
procurements during FY-20 in support of MARFORPAC and subordinate commands. This included funding for personnel, training, and equipment necessary for
exercises and operations. As a Service Component to USINDOPACOM during the
global pandemic, MARFORPAC was required to conduct virtual meetings to mitigate
infectious risk. ARM branch ensured all virtual meetings were successful and as a
result, the Commander was able to satisfy all HHQ's requirements. These highly
competent and professional team members ensured success of the commander and
staff and in doing so, assured mission success.

NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Pacific Islands Regional Office
Mr. Aleshire is nominated for this honor for his unwavering dedication to
operations during the Covid-19 response. Jason worked independently to execute
security processes for onboarding new employees during times of rapidly
changing requirements. His actions eliminated Program Managers and their team
from having to risk exposure. In an entry-level position, he exceeded expectations
in all tasks assigned. He filled in for invoicing in the absence of another
employee, and trained a new employee and existing contractor on invoicing, mail
and office logistics. He was able to accomplish all of this while being a property
custodian and vehicle fleet manager with very little oversight. He is thoughtful and
deliberative in his approach, and genuinely cares not only about the work product,
but the customers he serves. Mr. Aleshire prides himself on spending time with
customers, training them, investigating questions and managing expectations. He
is highly regarded amongst his peers.

Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant
ROGELIO BARROGA JR.

Team Excellence Award
836TH TRANSPORTATION BATTALION (SDDC)

U.S. Pacific Fleet
U.S. Army , 599th Transportation Brigade
Mr. Barroga analyzed the new employee check-in process and improved the virtual
orientation that welcomed new employees and made them feel part of the USPACFLT team. He accurately processed and inputted over 400 new fiscal year
job codes into the timekeeping system, a complex process - as the system covers
nineteen different shops. He created and monitored employee exit surveys, which
contributes to employee retention and additionally improves program operations.
Mr. Barroga trouble shoots problems and develops alternative approaches for
problem solving on a wide range of timekeeping actions for more than 600
employees ensuring accurate entered time and attendance entries. On a day-to-day
basis, interacted directly with senior level personnel to research, provide
clarification to resolve issues relative to all time related issues and leave
administration. Mr. Barroga is a true team player with the ability to multi task, plan
and organize, and communicate effectively with co-workers and employees to
resolve customer issues quickly.
PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS
JEFFREY COPE, USN

U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
Petty Officer Cope is highly respected, he was appointed Lead Petty Officer,
charged with mentoring five junior enlisted in three Directorates on leadership in
the Joint Environment. His efforts produced a Sailor of the Quarter and Sailor of
the Year award winner. He led the Directorate's technical refresh, including
converting 31 desktops to laptops, boosting telework capacity by 92%; and his
Directorate was the first in the Command to complete the transition. He also
secured hardware upgrades of 16 computers at the Command's DC office,
restoring crucial communications capabilities. He flawlessly facilitated the seamless
handover of a $3.21 million contract, averting a potential 24 hour administrative
gap in service, enabling four personnel to execute two high level Distinguished
Visitor engagements. While off duty, Petty Officer Cope conducted monthly
grocery shopping trips for six elderly neighbors, helping to safeguard the most
vulnerable members of his community from the COVID pandemic.

LTC Joe Batiste
MAJ Dan Chelsea
SGM Carl Woodley

The 836th Transportation Battalion began 2020 with high hopes of planned exercises
in the Philippines; Australia; Japan Bilateral exercises; and continuing support for port
operations in Pearl Harbor in support of 25ID (JRTC) and MARFORPAC (MRF-D).
However, the pandemic and restrictions throughout Japan, the Philippines and
Australia caused cancellation of most exercises. However, 836th supported III MEF
in NORTHERN VIPER on Hokkaido; and the largest 25ID JRTC deployment in
history in Hawaii. 836th continued port operations in Japan at Yokohama North
Dock and in-stream ammo operations in Hiro unabated; and daily sustainment
missions for all USFJ DoD elements in mainland Japan. In Australia 836th pioneered
a new concept conducting operations virtually, as travel was restricted there, using
customers to assist the operation. The 836th also expanded its missions to customers
by loading/discharging unique equipment such as F-18 jet fighters for 7th US Fleet
and Osprey aircraft for III MEF.

Team Excellence Award
747TH COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON
CLIENT SERVICE CENTER

Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant
SPECIALIST JONYAE L. CURRY,
USA

US Army 311th Signal Command (Theater)
U.S. Air Force 15th Wing
Specialist Curry from the moment she arrived in February 2020, demonstrated her
maturity and wisdom by integrating within the G1 Personnel Actions Team as if
she had been working there for years. She volunteered and was selected as one of
the top Soldiers to compete in the 311th SC (T) Best Warrior Competition as well
as volunteered and offered prayers for Company Ceremonial gatherings. SPC Curry
is a natural leader. Within a short time, she showed her abilities are limitless by
always taking on more responsibility well above her current rank. She processed
awards, leaves, and passes quickly and efficiently, added hundreds of documents to
Soldiers' digital military records, briefed senior officers on many occasions
professionally and effectively, attended training meetings on behalf of the G1, and
tracked all actions through completion. She is an excellent Soldier to be recognized
for her contributions and for others to emulate as they progress in their individual
careers.

The 747th Communications Squadron's Client Service Center displayed superiority in
their ability to ensure Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam's command and control
capabilities through multiple significant innovations. While supporting Headquarters
Pacific Air Forces, 15th Wing, 67 geographically separated Units and 15 mission
partners, they played a key role in the delivery of Microsoft Teams to more than
10,000 users. The team's successful implementation of commercial technologies
increased the speed of bi-lateral communication platforms and planning using
agile methodology, slashing email usage across joint-base, Navy and Air Force
environments seventy percent. The team was instrumental in shaping a secure
teleworking solution, across multiple network infrastructures by successfully
configuring over one thousand next-generation devices and accounts. Their actions
cemented command and control, communications and cyber requirements in support
of nine major commands.

SHERYE GRANDY
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center,
Pearl Harbor
As the Administrative Assistant, Ms. Grandy supported the 176 members of the
Logistics Readiness Department and front office staff ensuring top efficiency of
the unit's plans and programs. She redefined her role, reinvigorating 5 substandard
programs by resolving deficiencies identified during previous higher headquarters
inspections. She revamped a duty status reporting program, simplifying collection
requirements and providing daily management updates, providing 100%
accountability at all times. This was critical during the COVJD pandemic as she
performed a key role in unit's control center. She volunteered to serve as a
Defense Travel System approving official certifying 14 travelers and over $33K in
vouchers while educating and guiding new users. She also designed and maintains
5 multi-media presentations that display current information and graphics in key
areas around the unit. Ms. Grandy's initiative and motivation are infectious and
helped improve overall operations across the unit.

Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant
CHAD HAYAKAWA
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
With the COVID-19 pandemic greatly reducing overall travel operations in 2020,
Mr. Hayakawa sought alternate ways to continue support of Command operations.
He volunteered to man the Shipyard’s Barrier Workshop which initially started off
as a DIY project where individuals could build their own barriers out of PVC pipe
and plastic sheeting. This quickly turned into an innovative project where he
assisted with the design and fabrication of multiple custom barriers across the
Shipyard. His efforts not only helped to create work environments where
employees felt safe, but also contributed to minimizing the spread of COVID-19.
He used his networking talents to obtain access and use of various printing and
laminating resources to print large COVID-19 signs for posting across the Shipyard
to reinforce safety measures in place. Also, as SharePoint site admin, Mr. Hayakawa
incorporated COVID-19 requirements to ensure travelers had access to the most
current travel information available.

DALE HIRATA
U.S. Postal Service - District Office
Ms. Hirata is relentlessly dedicated to researching, analyzing and publishing data
in support of Postal Service plant operations. In her position, she is responsible
for tracking and researching service issues and investigating data discrepancies.
She worked early on to obtain and disseminate supplies needed for COVID-19
prevention and cleaning, and always works well with all stakeholders in
processing and customer service operations. Ms. Hirata is truly a "go to" person
with a wealth of knowledge, and is depended on by all levels of management.

Mentor of the Year
PROFESSOR WADE TURVOLD

Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for
Security Studies
Professor Turvold distinguished himself as a superb mentor in 2020. He eagerly
volunteered to serve as academic mentor for both of our Senior Service College
fellows. Under his dedicated guidance, one fellow earned the prestigious U.S.
Army War College Commandant’s Award for Distinction in Research, and the
other is pending consideration for the same award. As an informal volunteer
mentor to three U.S. Coast Guard fellows, he proactively created ample opportunities for their professional development. He provided intent then coached and
collaborated with them to demonstrate their strengths and build both competence
and confidence in new skills. Those he mentors describe him as “phenomenal”
and “amazing” and are far more capable and confident as a direct result of his
mentorship. Throughout the year, Professor Turvold generously and consistently
shared from his depth of experience to cultivate those around him and contribute
to a culture of developmental excellence.

RICHARD S. YADA
US Army 311th Signal Command (Theater)
Mr. Yada has tirelessly invested in the professional and personal development of
the military and civilian members of the 311th Signal Command (Theater). He
possesses a wealth of experience and knowledge in regard to theater logistics.
Soldiers and civilians across the headquarters and subordinate brigades routinely
request his engagement and contribution towards challenging mission analysis
requirements. Mr. Yada's keen insight and understanding of the intricacies of the
INDO-PACOM theater always yield immediate value to the deliberation process.
He continually invests time and energy into staying current and abreast of
emerging capabilities. His active engagement with logistics agencies across the
Pacific has ensured operational success on numerous occasions. As the Supply and
Services Chief he continually places the professional and personal development of
his personnel as a priority. Mr. Yada's personnel thrive as a result of his personal
leadership and coaching.

Mentor of the Year

Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant
LISA NAKAMOTO

413th US Army Contract Support Brigade
As a Supervisory Contract Specialist at Regional Contracting Office-Hawaii (RCOHI), Ms. Nakamoto is a trusted advisor with a strong desire to help others, a
willingness to serve as a mentor, and a detailed understanding of organizational
objectives and initiatives. Through effective mentorship, she guided personnel
through complex contracting efforts, organizational changes, and the challenges of
a global pandemic. She shares business insight and prompts people to think in new
ways. She dedicates time and energy into developing people and helping them to
overcome performance challenges, discover strengths, and achieve their potential.
She provides support and motivation, and never gives up on anyone. She exhibits
an enduring positive attitude and a desire for professional and leadership
self-improvement. Her exemplary efforts as a mentor allowed RCO-HI to meet
customer missions effectively with an adaptable, engaged, and ready workforce.

YASUHIKO TANAKA
U.S. Army 500th Military Intelligence Brigade,
Theater
Mr. Tanaka returned from retirement so he could share his five decades of military
and civilian service with U.S. Army employees. A master of technical tradecraft
and intelligence fundamentals, he wrote and personally delivered a comprehensive
course of instruction on producing Open Source Intelligence to answer
intelligence requirements against one the DoD's highest priority adversaries. In
calendar year 2020 he worked to fully document and record video of this course so
that it could be effective beyond his planned retirement. Mr. Tanaka worked with
multiple levels of US Army leadership to advise effective program of training in
intelligence tradecraft and to resolve technical issues related to intelligence
production.

TECHNICAL SERGEANT
HEATHER JAMES, USAF

U.S. Air Force 15th Wing

Over the past year, TSgt James has excelled as the NCOIC, responsible for managing 20 administrative and personnel commander programs, supporting 145 members. TSgt James' attention to detail and ingenuity enabled the organization to successfully provide command and control, communications and cyber capabilities to
13 General Officers, Headquarters Pacific Air Forces, 15th Wing and powered 11
wing level, two numbered air forces, and four major command award wins. Her
clerical prowess was on full display while collaborating with unit senior leaders to
revamp a recognition program, leading to the early promotion of eight deserving
personnel. Furthermore, when crisis hit, TSgt James hit back! She expertly directed
the unit's pandemic travel procedures and solidified processes by authoring six exception to policy memorandums, ensuring two Airmen were safely reunited with
the unit and that 20 others were able to permanently change station in a timely
manner.

FLORENCE RAPOZO
Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for
Security Studies
Ms. Rapozo has consistently performed her duties with admirable distinction as an
educational technician for the College of Security Studies. As a self-starter, she
developed and implemented the production schedules for two courses, an
indispensable tool in tracking critical administrative and logistics deliverables. Her
meticulous work ethic coupled with her wealth of knowledge in learning
management tools, provided the faculty and support staff an online repository for
all supporting documents critical to all phases of an engagement. During this
period, Ms. Rapozo’s enthusiasm and dedication to the mission of DKI APCSS
supported the successful execution of over 100 Comprehensive Security Studies
Engagements, which enhanced the awareness of over 4000 security practitioners
from over 40 countries. Aside from her duties at DKI APCSS, Ms. Rapozo
unselfishly contributes her time and talent to the Hawaii School for the Blind and
Deaf as a mentor to students and young adults.

Employee of the Year: Clerical & Assistant
JANINE TENORIO
Hawaii National Guard
Ms. Tenorio consistently surpassed all expectations of performance in her duties of
Secretary. She tracked a myriad of suspenses, coordinated daily written correspondence (100% accurate), scheduled usage/maintenance of the Hawaii National
Guard's 70,000 sq foot of facilities, coordinated vehicle operation use and
maintenance, organized every weekly staff meeting presentation, and used her
knowledge in pay transactions to service 3,000+ soldiers. Ms. Tenorio also took
unparalleled initiative during the pandemic to insure the safety of more than 50
fulltime employees. She coordinated acquisition of disinfecting supplies and proper
protective equipment, organized telework schedules, directed cleaning of common
use areas, and put out policies of social distancing and mask use according to state
guidelines - resulting in zero spread of coronavirus infections. Ms. Tenorio also
organized all administrative functions into standard operating procedures a huge
dividend that will pay off for years to come.

TARA ZAMORA
Marine Corps Base Hawaii
Mrs. Zamora has provided exceptional service to Marine Corps Base Hawaii as a
Financial Technician, serving in the Installation Personnel Administration Center
in 2020. Her leadership, administrative acumen, and focus on mission
accomplishment was the driving force behind the outstanding performance of the
Temporary Lodging Allowance (TLA) Section in a COVID-19 environment. Her
overall performance of duties is most deserving of recognition. Mrs. Zamora’s
initiative and unmatched work ethic ensured accurate and timely payment of TLA
for Marines and their family members as they transitioned to and from Hawaii,
and remote locations overseas in the INDOPACOM area of operations. She
worked tirelessly with the Family Housing Office, Marine Corps Community
Services, and Marine Corps Base Hawaii's private venture partner to ensure all
required source documents were received and accurate payment of TLA were
processed.

Mentor of the Year
MASTER SERGEANT
KIMBERLY M. MORGAN, USAF

U.S. Air Force 15th Wing
Over the past year, MSgt Morgan proved to be an invaluable mentor, harnessing
emotional intelligence to expertly guide 145 cyberspace warriors across nine Air
Force career specialties, servicing 19 work centers, netting 3 Pacific Air Forces and
11 Headquarters Air Force awards. MSgt Morgan provided inspirational leadership
while advising 14 First Term Airmen, 60 first time supervisors and 18 professional
development sessions. She shaped a peer symposium, eagerly led 26 lessons and
provided 1,400 training hours, producing 35 additional force multipliers. As a
conflict resolution and negotiation graduate, MSgt Morgan taught 40 senior
enlisted members across 32 organizations. As a result, 27 interpersonal disputes
were defused. Furthermore, she led the 15th Wing's Care and Feeding team in response to pandemic quarantine conditions. MSgt Morgan highly motivated her
team, and successfully recruited and led 240 eager volunteers, enabling the delivery
of 8,200 meals to 195 personnel.

TODD MURATA
Marine Corps Base Hawaii
As the MCBH Commercial Recreation General Manager, Mr. Murata guided a
team of managers and supervisors that have incrementally improved the quality,
offerings, and programing referred to as some of the best in the Marine Corps.
Humbly, he admits the program improvements are due to the hard work and
commitment of his management team; however, it is through his guidance and
leadership his team has grown professionally, personally, and the programs have
found success. He is always willing to share his knowledge and skills by advising
on personnel issues, facility improvements, and the intricacies and details of
financial management. He has guided his organization by delivering a message
that is clearly understood and executable. Mr. Murata is a role model for our
senior management team, leads by example, has a positive outlook when
interacting with guests and employees, possesses a motivating and caring attitude,
and always advises his staff to work towards new goals and chosen objectives.

Mentor of the Year

Employee of the Year: Trades & Crafts
TECHNICAL SERGEANT
CHRISTOPHER J. LAMERMAYER

Defense Information Systems Agency Pacific
Regional Field Command
Technical Sergeant Lamermayer has a strong desire to aid everyone in his work
center. He continues to set the standard when it comes to setting time aside to
help others achieve their full potential. At every opportunity, he strives to find new
means and strategies to connect with colleagues and subordinates alike. As the
first enlisted member in his work center to achieve a graduate degree, he uses his
experience and education to help develop others, and leverages individuals' skillsets and expertise, which has led to his team being recognized with 5 squadron and
4 group-level annual awards. With over 8 years experience working in long-haul
communications, he has become the SME in the organization, and utilizes this
experience to mentor those around him and develop training plans specific to the
individual. The effort he offers building up those around him is second to none.
Sergeant Lamermayer consistently sets the example for his work center and the
command at large.

CHUCK LUM
U.S. Postal Service - District Office
Mr. Lum worked at the forefront of efforts negotiating with multiple teams and
vendors to facilitate the movement of huge volumes of mail with few resources in
2020. His efforts helped enable Sunday transport of ballots from the neighbor
islands. He served as coach and mentor to Postal Service transportation
professionals during an incredibly trying and challenging situation. Mr. Lum acted
as advisor and partner with the plant's team, and management relied heavily on his
expertise in multiple disciplines, including Safety, Emergency Management, and
Maintenance, combined with decades of Logistics experience to guide efforts
during an extremely challenging year.

KALLEN BROWN
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl
Harbor
Mr. Brown's performance supporting fuel distribution systems has been pivotal
and innovative. During the pandemic, he developed and in-house Underground
Storage Training (UST) program for the NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Fuel
Department. This training program was approved by the Hawaii Department of
Health and used to in-source training that was previously out-sourced to a
contractor. His new program enabled training for 75 UST Class "C" Operators to
maintain compliance with Hawaii Department of Health requirements.
Additionally, Mr. Brown coordinated four virtual and dispersed training events to
complete the annual Preparedness Response Program (PREP) Training mandated
by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.

CHARLENE CAMPBELL
U.S. Postal Service - District Office
Ms. Campbell always works to advance the mission of the brand and present a
positive public image, lending her free time and talent in the promotion of postal
products and services. This includes stepping up to leadership positions whenever
called upon. She volunteered for the COVID-19 Rapid Response Team, which
was dispatched on a moment's notice to clean areas suspected contaminated with
SARS-CoV-2. Despite obstacles or difficulties at home or work, Ms. Campbell
always provides a beautiful smile and a warm greeting of "Aloha"; she epitomizes
the postal tradition of perseverance in the face of hardship.

Employee of the Year: Trades & Crafts

Mentor of the Year

GARY M. COOPER
Honolulu District, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
Mr. Cooper's job as the Maintenance Worker encompasses a great deal of ‘behind
the scenes’ work to ensure that all Corps-occupied facilities remain functional for
the Honolulu District workforce. He expertly inspected, repaired, and maintained
electrical systems, air conditioning systems, and other utility systems. As the single
point of contact to remedy facility issues, he tailored his schedule and priorities of
nearly 400 Corps of Engineers employees who are spread throughout the Island of
Oahu. Mr. Cooper's resourcefulness and versatility in performing tasks with inhouse resources kept the overhead costs to a minimum, resulting in excellent
maintenance work at an overall costs savings to the Government.

TECHNICAL SERGEANT
WILLIAM R. MANGAN, USAF

Defense Information Systems Agency Pacific
Regional Field Command
Technical Sergeant Mangan maintains a high level of information technology
expertise and leverages his skills to ensure the greatest level of support is provided
to all mission partners within the Pacific theater. He oversaw INDOPACOM's
first Airborne Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance suite install;
delivering 250,000 annual full motion video feeds to intelligence analysts in direct
support of mission operations. Sergeant Mangan was an integral part of a
$9.2M data center upgrade, and his knowledge and planning allowed the data
center consolidation to be expedited while minimizing the amount of downtime
for crucial mission systems. He was key to the Department of Defense
Information Network modernization - guiding a 4 member team and authoring
technical solutions , paving the way for an increased warfighter computer network.
He consistently strives to learn more while in his current role. Sergeant Mangan
has obtained 3 industry certifications within this year and applies that knowledge
in support of mission operations.

NIKKI JERVIS
U.S. Pacific Fleet
Ms. Jervis mentors the acting supervisors in the Staffing Division of PACFLT
Human Resources, Hawaii. She provides advice on working with subordinates,
team building, and workload management, and models professionalism and strategic HR consulting as she guides the Acting Supervisors in working with customers.
She set the supervisors and team up for success for large projects including the
hiring of a new apprentice class, and her vision for staff development goes well
beyond her own branch. Recognizing that many HRO staff were new to Navy HR,
she developed a training program open to all employees. The plan included weekly
Subject Matter Expert presentations on specific HR competencies or topics.
Additionally she presented several sessions at the first remote Civilian Personnel
Management Academy and helped other presenters become comfortable making
presentations through MS Teams. Ms. Jervis is a dynamic leader who consistently
strives to develop those around her in order to support PACFLT mission.

CHERIE KAWAUCHI
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
Ms. Kawauchi is the Workforce Development Coordinator (WDC) for the
Nuclear Fluid Systems and Mechanical Engineering Division (Code 2320). As the
WDC, she revamped the entire qualification program for the division. She
collaborated with the other shipyards (Puget Sound, Portsmouth, and Norfolk) to
determine best work practices for developing and qualifying engineers. She
overhauled the qualification card and developed supplemental worksheets and
practicals to aid in learning. She also instituted and administered competency
reviews for engineers to evaluate their capabilities and competencies. She's been
diligently tracking the progress of each engineer towards working level and meets
with them individually. Ms. Kawauchi also validates their competencies and
performs signoffs on their qualification cards. Due to her hard work, the division
was able to qualify a record 7 engineers in 2020. Code 2320 normally only
qualifies 1 to 2 engineers a year.

Mentor of the Year

Employee of the Year: Trades & Crafts
BOB HARMAN

NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Pacific Islands Regional Office
Mr. Harman consistently offers guidance, coaching and mentoring support to both
his direct reports and other staff, including three new supervisors over the course
of the past year. What’s unique about his approach is that he thoughtfully tailors
his communication and advice to the particular situation. He knows when to
provide direct guidance versus an invitation to engage on a specific issue, versus
simply letting you know his door and calendar are open whenever needed.
Especially for the latter two circumstances, he has helpfully made the point that he
expects staff to come to him not just with questions and an expectation of answers
and direction, but to have thought through the issues, questions, and options in
advance and come with a recommended resolution/ decision/ path and why.
Additionally, Mr. Harman often points out "teachable moments" during group
discussions, which provide guidance not only for the person in the situation, but
for all that are present, in a pleasant manner.

KORI HISASHIMA
Natural Resources Conservation Service,
Pacific Islands Area
Ms. Hisashima is an exemplary candidate for Mentor of the Year. A long time
District Conservationist (DC) for NRCS’s Hilo Field Office, she is an accomplished conservationist and supervisor and a dedicated member of the PIA Team.
She selflessly provides formal and informal mentorship to her staff and coworkers.
In 2020, PIA welcomed 5 new DCs and Ms. Hisashima, whose natural tendency is
to help others, mentored and supported them. First-time supervisors relocating to
PIA face significant challenges, and having her in their corner has been crucial in
their successful transition. Oahu DC Gavin Jennings shares, “There has not been
a time that Kori did not immediately respond to emails, calls, or IM's whenever I
came to her with questions. Kori went above and beyond as a mentor and ensured
that I am not only confident in my role but also comfortable and happy in the
PIA.” Ms. Hisashima is a key contributor to PIA’s goal to grow a positive and
skilled workforce.

TODD MELTON
Fourteenth Coast Guard District

Mr. Melton has far exceeded his WG-7 role’s responsibilities and made huge
impacts on the maintenance and upkeep of U.S. Coast Guard Base Honolulu. He
led a week long landscaping project at the Wailupe housing site that cleared an
overgrown jungle like area from the property that was a sanctuary for pests and
insects. His team completed extensive tree trimming and demolition, removed
more than 40 cubic yards of heavy vegetation, and replanted the cleared area with
sod, saving an estimated $10,000 in contracting costs. He stepped outside his
grounds role and assisted with troubleshooting of a water main break that affected
19 buildings, two ships and nine tenant commands. His efforts lead to discovering
the exact location of the failure, isolating the damaged section and immediately
restoring water service to all affected tenants in less than 12 hours. In addition his
efforts allowed the repair contractor to better understand repair requirements and
reduce their bid by $15,000.

GARY OKINISHI
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
Mr. Okinishi played a key role as the POC for the construction of the new weld
school, which is replacing the current out dated existing one. The project is near
completion and as the primary 900T POC he was instrumental in working with
Code 980, the shop and contractors in the design, layout and requirements needed
for the new facility. He assisted in all walkthroughs and corrective actions to ensure strict adherence to PHNSY standards to ensure proper training of our welder
apprentices. he helped coordinate material requests as well as following through
on the execution and delivery of all materials. He also coordinated with multiple
organizations of the movement of all machines, equipment, materials, and supplies
to the new facility. The amazing thing is that Mr. Okinishi accomplished all of this
while maintaining his normal training workload to ensure that Code 920 was supported with fully trained and qualified welders who strive for first time quality to
accomplish the mission.

Employee of the Year: Trades & Crafts
SHIGEYUKI SHIMABUKURO
Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division
Mr. Shimabukuro serves as the training Officer for Navy Munitions Command
Pacific East Asia Division, Unit Okinawa. In this role, he planned and tracked
annual General Military Training and emergent training for 53 enlisted personnel,
three officers, and 10 Master Labor Contractors, and these efforts included
advising the Commanding Officer on ongoing training requirements and future
training schedules and training requirements. He skillfully managed FLTMPS
training requirements and an annual training budget of $100,000, and maintained
ESAMS accounts and monitored all ESAMS training. Mr. Shimabukuro is a
knowledgeable and consummate professional who is always engaged and greatly
contributes to the overall success of the command.

Mentor of the Year
MARK FUJIHARA
Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Hawaii
Mr. Fujihara embodies mentorship by encouraging and empowering his mentees
and teammates to make the organization better every day. He is a natural teacher
and leader who encourages his mentees to be better by challenging them to be
their best selves and think about their teammates’ perspectives. He asks the hard
questions and carefully listens and understands what each of his mentees need. He
guides them to introspectively evaluate what they need to do to improve themselves and their work processes. His reputation of positive mentorship is wellknown throughout NAVFAC’s emerging leadership community and he is
frequently sought as a mentor by candidates in NAVFAC’s leadership and
internship programs (LDP/ALDP/EDP). He currently mentors nine NAVFAC
Hawaii and NAVFAC Pacific employees. Mr. Fukihara is a true civil servant and
exemplifies the spirit of service to the Navy. He is generous with his limited time
and always willing to give advice and guidance to his protégées.

LORI GAWAN
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center,
Pearl Harbor
Ms. Gawan leads 55 Air Force military and Navy civilian employees managing over
21 supply programs fulfilling 44K customer requests worth $85M. Her work
excellence mirrors her performance as an extraordinary mentor for our
organization. She was hand selected as an inaugural member of the NAVSUP
mentor program, officially coaching her matched mentee while unofficially
providing mentorship to two other employees who sought her experience. She
also relied upon her past experience as a USAF Supply Chief to mentor junior
Logistics Readiness Officers in the skills and techniques necessary to manage a
supply operation to include certifying their skillsets. Her mentoring also extended
to our enlisted corps by providing career counseling and goal setting to ensure they
were afforded opportunities to grow and excel. Ms. Gawan formalized discussions
within her flight, applying techniques to develop grit and resiliency while
examining the diversity among her team and fostering cohesion among all.
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Mentor of the Year

Exceptional Community Service Award
GIOVANNI ESPINOSA

Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command,
Pacific
Mr. Espinosa demonstrated outstanding mentoring at work and in his community.
As a Manpower Program Analyst, he mentored and trained Manpower Liaisons by
explaining the complex Navy Total Force Manpower system to subordinate
commands across the Pacific, ensuring accurate management of activity manpower
requirements and authorizations. As a Lead Food Distribution Coordinator, Mr.
Espinosa trained and coached 75 volunteers on how to organize, prepare and execute a weekly food distribution, helping over 1,000 families during the COVID-19
pandemic. As a Community Council Representative at the Ewa Makai Middle
School, Mr. Espinosa mentored and motivated seventh and eighth grade students
and parents during the transition to the distant learning environment due to
COVID while keeping the community updated with new guidelines to follow. Mr.
Espinosa's efforts resulted in a successful and seamless integration of a new
normal way of learning.

JENNIFER K. EUGENIO

US Army Corps of Engineers, Pacific Ocean
Division
Ms. Eugenio volunteered for, as well as led USACE initiative Committees. Mentored
new employees/interns on project management (PM) processes & procedures. Also
mentored coworkers remotely based at Kwajalein Atoll to utilize USACE applications
and databases. Developed a desktop guide for DrChecks. Key contributor to
developing the Project Management Toolbox. As a former intern, provides
perspective & understanding and fosters and maintains positive relationships with key
stakeholders, ensuring USACE meets stakeholders’ expectations. Led project delivery
teams (PDTs) with compressed execution schedules. Uses the MegaProject 3-tier
governance structure to improve how communications and decisions are determined.
Ms. Eugenio submitted several recognitions for PDTs & individuals. Additionally, she
is a soccer coach for Kamehameha Schools Girls Varsity & Leahi Soccer Club.
Volunteered for SAME outreach, role model, and a mentor for future generations.
Conducts feedback discussions to explain performance elements and standards to
subordinates, including recommendations for improvements.

ROY‐ALAN AGUSTIN
Naval Facilities Engineering Systems
Command, Pacific
Mr. Agustin is an elected Honolulu District 10 Neighborhood Board Member,
representing 30,000 residents at monthly meetings, elevating to local and state
government community concerns ranging from Ala Wai flood control, aircraft
overflight, pedestrian safety, and homelessness. Moreover, he volunteered as a
Hawaii Chamber of Commerce Military Affairs Council member to bridge
understanding between military and business leaders, participating in forums and
endorsing needs of Hawaii-based military commands and the value of Hawaii for
military operations. Also, he participated in University of Hawaii Newman Center
campus ministry and donated $1,000 in funds and goods to enhance faith and
fellowship activities. Finally, as the Society of American Military Engineers Pacific
Region Fellows Point of Contact, Mr. Augustin managed the Fellows nomination
process for Anchorage, Guam, Honolulu, Korea & Japan post members who
rendered notable service to the Society & profession, boosting recognition 50%.

PAUL BELCZAK
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
Mr. Belczak is recognized for his volunteer service in support of the Retiree and
Veterans Communities of Hawaii. In support of the Retiree community, he
serves as the Co-Chairperson of the Hawaii Army Soldier For Life Council, U.S.
Army Garrison HI. The Council is a volunteer organization of Army retirees,
veterans, family members, and others dedicated to supporting the Soldier for Life
mission by advocating DoD, Dept. of the Army, Dept. of Veterans Affairs, state
and local government and veteran service organizations to adopt policies,
implement programs, enhance services, and provide information that support the
needs of the community. In service to the Veterans community in Hawaii, he has
served in a variety of positions over the last ten years in Veterans organizations.
Mr. Belczak is in his final year of a three year term on the National Security
Commission of the American Legion (TAL), and also serves as the Chairman of
the Hawaii TAL Department’s Armed Forces and Military Affairs Committee.

Exceptional Community Service Award
KIANA CROWN
U.S. Postal Service - District Office

Ms. Crown created a Combined Federal Campaign informational booth to educate
employees about the great charities that serve our community, and visualized and
brought to fruition an interactive message board for employees to share their
reasons for contributing. She recruited a team of campaign workers to raise more
than 32,000 dollars for charities through CFC, helping the Hawaii-Pacific Area
Campaign raise over $1.5M in 2020. She is also dedicated to protection of our
country through her military service. Further, Ms. Crown oversaw the mounting
and deployment of more than 20 hand sanitizer stations in the postal service plant
for the hygiene and safety of the essential workforce.

JENNIFER CRUZ
US Pacific Fleet
Ms. Cruz volunteers as a Co-Lead for the Hawaii Military Spouse Professional
Network (MSPN), a program of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundations
Hiring Our Heroes Program. MSPN was created to improve the quality of life of
our military families. Ms. Cruz spends weekends and evenings to assist military
spouses find employment and oversees a social media group of over 1,500 spouses. During the pandemic, she quickly adapted and overcame obstacles creating
virtual meetups with employers and spouses. She contributed to a virtual meeting
with the SECNAV’s wife addressing challenges military spouses face. Ms. Cruz
strives to establish relationships with employers on military installations to open
doors for the spouses on island. She hosts a monthly "Talk-Story Thursday"
where employers and spouses connect in the evening virtually. She projects a
warm, cheerful, and professional attitude to the spouses and employers, and also
brings this spirit to her professional work at the PACFLT HRO Hawaii.

Mentor of the Year
PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS
MARCELLO D. CHANEY, USN

Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division
Petty Officer Chaney led a team comprised of 55 Sailors and Japanese Foreign
Nationals in the transshipment of over 6,493 tons of ammunition during 208
mishap-free missions, in support of 62 FDNF war fighters. Additionally, he led a
100% inventory with zero discrepancies for over 22,000 ordnance line items worth
$1.1 Billion. Through his mentorship, his Sailors received three Junior Sailor of the
Quarter and one 2020 Junior Sailor of the Year awards. He also mentored six
program managers in preparing the Command explosive safety program for the
2021 Explosives Safety Inspection, resulting in an Outstanding assessment by the
Regional Explosive Safety Officer. Gunner's Mate First Class Chaney's positive
and energetic leadership style completely re-energized the climate, attitude, and
productivity of our Sailors.

ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
JOHN S. DUEÑAS

Homeland Security Investigations Honolulu
Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) John Dueñas served as the acting
Deputy Special Agent in Charge for all operations in the Homeland Security
Investigations (HSI) Honolulu area of responsibility, which includes Hawaii,
Guam, Saipan, American Samoa, as well as Micronesia, Palau, and the Marshall
Islands. Mr. Dueñas mentored all supervisors during the COVID-19 pandemic, to
help managers overcome multiple environmental challenges to protect the
workforce while sustaining HSI’s law enforcement operations across the Pacific
region. Additionally, Mr. Dueñas led HSI Honolulu to address two agency-level
inspections covering personnel, facilities, equipment accountability, and
operational procedures, by mentoring supervisors and managers in a manner that
achieved success. Mr. Dueñas’ sound reputation as a fair leader and caring mentor
was the cornerstone for HSI Honolulu’s continuity of operations throughout the
pandemic and served as an example for all to follow.

Exceptional Community Service Award
WENDY YOUNG
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility
Ms. Young is involved with various volunteer efforts and community activities
affecting the State of Hawaii. She has volunteered with the City & County of
Honolulu Department of Emergency Management since 2006 as an Emergency
Management Reserve Corps & Operations Officer for District 1. Efforts support
HPD, HFD, and Ocean Safety during emergencies (e.g., downed trees, power outages, flooding), disasters (e.g., destructive weather, evacuations, damage assessment), and special events (e.g., COVID-19 site testing, hurricane kits for emergency shelters). She also volunteers with the City & County of Honolulu Community
Emergency Response Team which better prepares her to provide disaster management and response to assist family, neighbors, and community in areas including warning and notification, evacuation, emergency triage and first aid, and search
and rescue. She also volunteers with Central Union Church creating protective
barriers to keep volunteers and congregation safe during in-person services.

Exceptional Community Service Award
THOMAS HEE
Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Hawaii
Mr. Hee has made exceptional contributions to his community in a variety of endeavors. He has served as Scoutmaster for the Boy Scouts of
America, Aloha Council, Troop 42 from 2000 to present. In this role, he oversees
the scouting program and development of over 20 Boy Scouts in the troop - including holding weekly meetings with each scout and bi-monthly weekend local
camping trips. He has also served as the Damien Memorial School Alumni Association, Secretary, for over ten years, including recording minutes for monthly meetings and participating in annual fundraising activities for the Damien Scholarship
Fund. He also gives to the school by participating in the school's capital improvements program: renovating classrooms, new athletic building, and other campus
improvements. Additionally, Mr. Hee has served as the Sacred Heart Catholic
Church Facility Committee Chair since 2010, assisting the Church with developing
and executing numerous facility improvements. Mr. Hee "gives back" to his community in a truly exceptional manner.

ANGWARA JINAPONGPICHART
Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for Security
Studies
Angwara "Mick" Jinapongpichart displayed true community spirit as the lead for
DKI APCSS's inaugural Waikiki community outreach project. Unselfishly
volunteering numerous hours in partnership with 808CLEANUP, Mick socialized
the events with the Center's Waikiki neighbors; organized all aspects of planning
and execution, and championed each project to generate enthusiastic volunteer
teams. The result was over 100 pounds of street and beach trash being picked-up
by the DKI APCSS volunteer teams to improve our Center's neighborhood.
Through Mick's efforts, DKI APCSS was shown as an organization which cares
for and strives to do right by its community.
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Exceptional Community Service Award
ERVIN "EB" LAWSON
Fourteenth Coast Guard District
Mr. Lawson is a selfless leader who both excels at work and performs outstanding
volunteer community service, reflecting favorably on the Coast Guard and the
Department of Homeland Security. Mr. Lawson volunteered over 500 hours this
year, using his passion of golf to improve the community in which he lives and
works. He coordinated over 150 volunteers for both the Sony and Lotte golf
Opens. As the Director of the Coast Guard Hawaii Golf Association; he
promoted morale and networking among local CG and DOD members. As a
member of the AFCEA Hawaii, he was the webmaster and chairman of
membership, promoting public outreach, helping organize the annual TechNet
conference and served as the Director of the Educational Foundation Golf
Tournament, which raised over $14,000 for youth STEM scholarships.

DANNY J. OKAWA
U.S. Air Force 15th Wing
Mr. Okawa distinguished himself with his outstanding community service, as a
civilian member of 747th Communications Squadron, 647th Air Base Group, 15th
Wing, HQPACAF, Joint Base, Pearl Harbor/Hickam, Hawaii, during 2020. Mr.
Okawa's selfless commitment to community outreach was instrumental in
providing food distribution, family mentoring and K-6 tutoring for the children of
a burgeoning homeless community in Oahu as a volunteer for the Excel Church
in Mililani. His superior volunteer efforts with the church also included the
counseling and mentoring of imprisoned men transitioning into the community to
serve and to be contributing members of society, and help these individuals cope
with the challenges they face with themselves and their families. The distinctive
community service accomplishments of Mr. Danny J. Okawa reflect credit upon
himself and the United States Air Force.

Exceptional Community Service Award
PENELOPE PARNES
Naval Supply Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl
Harbor
Ms. Parnes organizes and leads three monthly community beach/park cleanup events
removing 100,000lbs+ of rubbish from three community parks in recent year. Her
team also removed over 50,000 square feet of invasive species at several parks. She
followed this effort by initiating, coordinating and obtaining funding for native species-replanting at three individual community parks. She developed an interactive public google document to consolidate and forward action items to Department of Parks
and Reaction (DPR) and council members. Further, Ms. Parnes developed a quarterly
inspection sheet, inspecting eleven community parks, tracking asset conditions, identifying discrepancies, safety hazards, and areas for improvement - then submitting to the
DPR and council member for review. Through these efforts in support of parks, Ms.
Parnes' group Identified 17 discrete projects able to be supported by volunteer
groups, obtained DPR approval, developed scope of work, obtained funding for supplies/equipment, collaborated with various non-profit groups to promote and support
event, and organized and led improvement event.

AMY YAMAMOTO
Defense Logistics Agency Energy Hawaii
Ms. Yamamoto is recognized for her volunteer work as a DLA Indo-Pacific
Region, Agency Project Officer for the 2020 Combined Federal Campaign Hawaii
Pacific (CFCHIP). She aggressively coordinated the efforts of nine other CFCHIP
Unit Project Officers, covering the southern DLA Indo-Pacific Region. She led
the team to contact and extend the charitable opportunity to nearly 99% of the
workforce, garnering over 23 thousand dollars in contributions. As a result of her
servant leadership, both the DLA Indo-Pacific Region and DLA Energy Pacific
Region were honored by CFCHIP as Platinum CFC units for achieving over 60%
organizational participation with average contributions of $95 per capita.

